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Elijah Moore: Building Bridges During a
Difficult Time-------------------------------------------

Elijah Moore
photo by the Live Arts Foundation

by Tom Harlan
Neighborhood News Bureau
One man. Two worlds.
Three clothing items. Four
talents. That was Elijah
Moore. Dressed in a black
tuxedo, white apron and
top hat, he sold fish and
home grown vegetables,
spread news, played with
children and extended
God’s message in St. Pe
tersburg neighborhoods
nearly 100 years ago.

Moore, an African
American man who is re
membered for shouting, “I
got ‘em” while selling his
wares, bypassed Jim Crow
racial-segregation laws to
become a successful busi
nessman and beloved fig
ure in both white and black
neighborhoods.
His achievement is cel
ebrated in a play written
(and performed last August
in St. Petersburg) by Bob

Devin Jones, a resident ac
tor and playwright who
also recently created and
directed a play about the
heydays of the city’s for
mer Manhattan Casino.
Jones has received
play commissions at the
city’s American Stage and
at theaters across the coun
try - from the Geva Theatre
in Rochester, N.Y., to the
Sacramento Theatre Com
pany in California.

Jones said he decided
to focus on Moore’s entre
preneurial success, because
it was remarkable at a time
when local laws stated that
African Americans could
n’t live north of Central
Avenue. Moore not only
crossed this boundary, he
successfully sold his wares
to customers in north St.
Petersburg. While he was
n’t the only African
American salesman to sell
in the area, the charisma he
carried with him made him
the most memorable, Jones
said.
“The social context of
what he did at a time when
the country was deeply
racist is truly amazing,”
Jones said. “It’s not enough
for me to just appreciate
him but also [to appreciate]
all the circumstances he
overcame.”
Moore, “was more
than a lovable Negro sell
ing vegetables,” Jones said.
“He was a businessman
building bridges during a
very difficult time.”
Moore, who moved
from South Carolina to St.
Petersburg in 1912, was
distinctive among street
peddlers at that time be
cause of his clothes agd his
catch phrase of, “I got
‘em.” But what really
made him stand out was his
outgoing personality, Jones
said.
While pushing his cart
of vegetables and fish, the
tuxedo-clad
salesman
joked with people, teased
the children and spread the
neighborhood news.
“He
was
unique
because of his tempera
ment,” Jones said. “You
have to like people to do
well in that business, and
he did very well.”

Moore
continued on pg. 5

Rep. Frank Peterman Jr. Calls for
Public Feedback—--------- ----------- —
ST. PETERBSURG—
Rep. Frank Peterman
invites all District 55 citi
zens to a town hall meet
ing, scheduled for this
Thursday
at
Bethel
Metropolitan
Baptist
Church (3455 - 26th Ave.
S.), beginning at 6:30 p.m.

In what is being offered as
a community forum, local
officials from the mayor’s
office, police department,
and Midtown Economic
Planning.
"I want to hear from
people in my district
regarding key issues," says

tWW WBRicxar chaLLenger

Peterman. He’s found that
the topics most concerning
citizens are problems of
drugs, crime, and issues
with the educational and
health care systems. A leg
islative update on the most
recent sessions is also slat
ed for discussion.

Notices

New AdVertisers

U.S. Treasury

Beginning Oct. 29, church news must be submitted

yia email. We will be unable to accomodate

articles otherwise sent.
All residents will now receive their newspapers Via the mail.
Subscribers:Please send renewals directly to:
The Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr. M JLJK. Street South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

NAACP President Says Bush Should
Meet With Minority Leaders

NAACP President Kweisi Mfume

by Verena Dobnik
NEW YORK (AP) NAACP President Kweisi
Mfume, in New York for
the state chapter's annual
meeting Saturday, said the
Bush administration need-

ed to with meet with black
leaders to stem the rising
tide of minority unemploy
ment.
"We have a president
who can go across the great
oceans and meet with black

leaders on the continent of
Africa," Mfume told the
crowd. "But after three
years in office, he still
refuses to meet with black
leaders and black organiza
tions in this country."
Bush, nearing the end
of his third year in office,
has yet to meet with leaders
of the nation's oldest civil
rights group while in the
White House. The previous
11 presidents, including his
father, all met with
NAACP leaders.
The
former
Congressman, who took
over as president in 1996,
said that 40 years after the
civil rights march on
Washington,
black
Americans in a week econ
omy remain in the category

of'' last hired, first fired."
This summer, unem
ployment among blacks
was 11.1 percent - more
than twice that of whites.
Hundreds of NAACP
members,
including
Queens Borough President
Helen Marshall and U.S.
Rep. Gregory Meeks, filled
a ballroom at the Holiday
Inn
near
Kennedy
International Airport to
hear Mfume speak during
their 67th annual state con
vention. He was introduced
by state president Hazel
Dukes.
The weekend meeting
included workshops on
problematic issues in the
black community, includ-

Mfume
continued on pg. 13

October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month--------------------

Governor Jeb Bush

by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG In observance of Domestic
Violence
Awareness
Month, an array of commu
nity leaders will gather
together on Saturday for
the first regional forum to
address spousal abuse

within minority communi
ties.
Sponsored by the
Women of Color Caucus
and Community Action
Stops Abuse (CASA), the
forum - titled, "What’s
Love Got to do With It?," is one of several events
planned in October to edu
cate the public about
domestic violence while
empowering victims to
leave their abusive rela
tionships.
"Domestic Violence
Awareness Month provides
us with a special opportu
nity to raise awareness
about tragedies too often
hidden from view,” said
Governor Jeb Bush, who
urged Floridians to visit the

Florida Coalition Against
Domestic Violence website
at www.fcadv.org to learn
more about this issue.
"Domestic Violence is
a crime that affects too
many families in Florida
and across the country,”
Bush stressed. "Columba
and I encourage you to take
the time this month to join
our campaign against
domestic
violence.
Together, we can continue
to make Florida a safer
place for our families.”
Locally, the Women of
Color Caucus’ forum will
try to honor Bush’s goal of
creating violence free
homes. The forum features
Commander
Therese
Homer, who was instru-

mental in creating the
Domestic Violence Special
Victim’s Unit of the OpaLocka Police Department.
Opa-Locka is a predomi
nately black community
outside of Miami that has a
high incidence of domestic
violence.
In addition to deliver
ing the keynote address,
Homer will sit on a com
munity panel that includes:
Edna Matt, who speak
about abuse from a medical
perspective;
Larnetta
Peterson, a survivor of
domestic violence who will
talk about how the system
failed her; Elihu Brayboy
of the Pinellas County

Awareness
continued on pg. 5

Historically Black Beach Disappears
With lntegration------------------------- --------by Matt Grimison
BETHUNE BEACH,
Fla. (AP) - Hester M.
Bland was standing outside
her home on Turtlemound
Road one day when a shout
rang out from a passing
pickup.
'■'What are you doing
here?" The vague-sounding
question had a message
that was loud and clear to
Bland. What is a black
woman doing in this over
whelmingly white commu
nity? The young white man
who did the shouting is like
many who visit the sleepy
oceanside community and
have no idea of its roots.
Bethune-Volusia
Beach, as it was then
known, was one of the few
beaches open to and owned
by blacks before integra
tion. The founders, includ
ing
namesake
Mary
McLeod Bethune, could
never have fathomed what
their radical recreational
idea would become after 60
years.

In a bold move that
thumbed their noses at the
tormentors who would not
let them on Volusia
County's "white" beaches
to the north, Bethune and
other pioneers bought up
land and established one of
the few historically black
beaches in the country.
Yet a drive down State
Road A1A today shows
motorists few reminders of
the experiment, like the
Volusia County park that
bears Bethune's name
(albeit misspelled on one
sign).
What they won't see is
many black people. What
was a black bastion in the
1940s, '50s and '60s disap
peared during the '70s, the
victim of changing social
rules, real estate markets
and financial considera
tions. The 2000 Census
counted 742 people living
south of New Smyrna
Beach on the barrier island.
Eight were black.
Many blacks who still

liye in Bethune Beach or
retain ties to the area said
they expected some change
to come to the area after
integration. But there are
lingering bitter feelings
about how the transforma
tion occurred, when specu
lating real estate agents
bought up land from blacks
for a song and resold it to
rich white people at huge
profit.
"They came in and
changed the whole com
plexion of the place," said
Bland, who along with her

husband, Thomas, built her
house in the early 1970s
and has lived there full
time for about 11 years.
"People look at you like
you're a stranger."
Sylvia Blackett, one of
Bland's few black neigh
bors, said those who owned
land did not know enough
about the situation to make
informed decisions. "I
think they were conned,"
Blackett said. "Most of
them were absentee owners

Integration
continued on pg. 7
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Parents Beware:
Chain Stores Going
Crazy Selling ‘Girls
Gone Wild’--------------- -by David Almasi
A New Visions Commen
tary
Probably thinking of
himself as being on the cut
ting edge of the civil rights
struggle, rapper Snoop
Dogg broke his ties with
Mantra Entertainment makers of the "Girls Gone
Wild" videos - because it
doesn't feature enough
black and Hispanic girls
getting naked.
"Girls Gone Wild" is a
perverted outgrowth of
Reality TV. Producer Joe
Francis has made a mint
filming usually drunk
females exposing them
selves at beaches, bars and
other public places. Francis
enlisted Snoop to bring
celebrity to his smut, but
Snoop doesn't think Francis
practices enough adults-

only affirmative action.
"If you notice, there
hasn't been no girls [of
color] at all on none of
those tapes," Snoop disjointedly told the Asso
ciated Press. "That ain't
cool, because white girls
ain't the only hos that get
wild." Noting that black
and Hispanic "hos" have
been "complaining to me
like crazy," he wants to
produce his own line of
dirty videos to "bring some
flavor to the table."
That might have to
wait since Snoop and
Francis are being sued, by a
girl who appeared on the
cover of their "Girls Gone
Wild Doggy Style" video.
Jamie Capdeboscq alleges
she was only 17 years old
when they filmed her, and
that she was plied with

In pursuit of the Amer
ican dream, The Weekly
Challenger newspaper was
founded over 37 years ago
with a desire to reach the
African-American com
munity, covering news rel
evant to that sector. In
1967, Mr. Cleveland John
son took on the role of The
Challenger’s
Publisher,
working to make his dream
a reality - and he did it.
Maintaining
that
"Dreams Do Come True,"
Mr. Johnson recognized a
void, knowing the necessi
ty for a new direction.
Short on cash but long on
determination and hard
work, the foundation was
laid for one of the most

successful black enterpris
es in the Tampa Bay area.
Mr. Johnson’s motto was,
"Black people must sell as
well as buy, else remain a
beggar race."
"Be in control of your
own destiny"—that was
Mr. Johnson’s philosophy.
In order to reach that level
of freedom, Mr. Johnson
stressed that one must sell,
and even more importantly,
sell what belongs to them,
in order to be successful,
"or else become a beggar
race.1'
Anything
less
seemed to only serve an
endless cycle of subjuga
tion, not only financially,
but emotionally as well. In
order for our community to

prevail, black-owned busi
nesses are the key.
Economic freedom can
be realized, as it was in the
past, as it has grown to be
witnessed now. At the
height of the Civil Rights
Era, blacks owned and
operated businesses such as
restaurants,
hospitals,
schools, trades services,
markets, and more. That
surge has continued as we
cross over into a new era,
although there is more to be
done.
The National Urban
League has reported that
during the 90s, "AfricanAmerican buying power
increased almost 73 per
cent." In a 1997 U.S. Cen-

sus Bureau report, statistics
showed that blacks spent
from .5 - 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
goods such as food, cloth
ing, utilities and ap
pliances. A study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the black fam
ily earning $30,000 a year
spends as much as a white
family earning $50,000.
With so much spending
power, our community
must capitalize. Economic
freedom must be achieved.
The Challenger has
emerged from that dream,
emerging in the AfricanAmerican community as
the preferred provider for

advertising among various
interest groups. With a cir
culation base of about
25,000 around the Bay
Area and Central Florida, it
has become one of the
fastest growing weekly
tabloids in the southeast
region. Loyal employees,
dedication, and devotion to
maintaining high standards
of excellence in journalism
are forces that keep us in
touch with our community.
The Cleveland Johnson
vision is one that still lives
on. His goal: to impact the
lives of those throughout
the African-American com
munity in a positive way; to
dispel the disparaging
images unfairly cast, to cel-

ebrate the power of a hard
working
people.
For
"Cleve," as he was known,
The Challenger became a
symbol of triumph in the
face of adversity.
The Weekly Challenger
has survived the good and
bad, starting from the bot
tom, reaching the top.
Based in the tradition of a
strong philosophy, Mr.
Johnson’s dream has been
preserved, and now serves
as an example of what can
be accomplished by reach
ing for that goal of free
dom. "There is a reason to
read
The
Weekly
Challenger.”

registration programs, they
can't set up meaningful
voter delivery systems,
they don't have viable
absentee voting plans and
they don't have influential
media plans and media
placement. The main thing
labor enthusiasts can't com
prehend is political timing.
Even when they feel they
know the right things to do,
they do things at the wrong
time.
It is sort of like taking a
person to the hospital after
they are already dead. A
candidate wins or loses an
election long before elec
tion day in the majority of
cases.
I believe Republicans
start every election with a
lead in the votes. Why? Be
cause they almost always
win the absentee vote bat
tle. When the Democrats

get labor money to do mail
ings, the mailings are pro
duced late, sent late and
have very little effect on an
election's outcome.
If organized labor can
learn one thing from their
conservative counterparts it
is, stop dealing with who
you like and begin to
employ political operatives
who can deliver! Who do
you think paved the way
for conservative Repub
licans to become so suc
cessful at the polls? Demo
cratic political consultants
did!
Republicans wanted
consultants who could de
liver votes. They didn't care
about party affiliation.
They didn't care about race.
They didn't care about gen
der. All the Republicans
wanted to know was who
can help us beat the

Democrats.
Organized labor and
the Democratic Party have
to have the same attitude.
There are people out there
who can help you win. All
you have to do is open up
your political minds and
your political wallets and
pay people who know how
to deliver votes to the can
didates that organized labor
wants.
Labor leaders shouldn't
be like the scarecrow in the
movie "The Wiz" who
couldn't win, couldn't break
even and couldn't get out of
the game. In politics and in
life, success is the best
revenge!

The Gantt Report
by Lucius Gantt
votes to thwart the recall
America's labor unions and the election of a new
have been the backbone of governor.
Democratic Party politics
If you want to know
but now it seems that the what will happen when the
back is broken!
Republican President at
I'm sorry to write this, tempts re-election and the
but all of the dues money labor unions try to get
from hard working laborers members to help prohibit
won't help the reactionary, the President's re-election,
recalcitrant and remedial history is the best teacher!
political strategy used by Some of my best friends
labor unions to help Demo are in unions. Before I
cratic candidates get elect started my own business,
ed to office.
even I was once a union
Can it be proven? Yes! member. When I was a
Look no further than the writer for the Associated
victory by the Terminator Press, I was a member of
in the California governor's the Wire Service Guild. I
race.
told my friends in labor
What happened? The how to do better in elec
union leadership supported tions but few, if any, lis
the Democratic governor tened. I told labor leaders
but the union members did that their political strategy
not. At least, they did not was old, outdated and
support the Democratic obsolete. I told them that
governor with enough elections were very scien-

tific and technological now
and the days of getting
votes with free chicken and
beer were over. The days of
influencing Black and
Hispanic voters by leafleting cars on the last Sunday
before an election are long
gone. If you go door-todoor the last week of the
campaign, it will be too
late.
Organized labor lead
ers refuse to hire new-day
Black political consultants
with proven track records.
They insist on using labor
administrators, labor lob
byists and oftentimes labor
union members who are
passionate but politically
unqualified.
Laborers know who
they want elected but they
don't know how to help
them get elected. They
can't set up effective voter

Contact Lucius Gantt at
wwwnllworldconsultants .com.

FBI Raid on Black Newspaper Raises
Freedom of Speech Questions in Augusta
by Charles Walker Sr,
In Augusta, Ga., the
African-American commu
nity has been violated. Our
civil liberties were tram
pled, our freedom of
speech threatened.
How else can one de
scribe an FBI raid into a
black newspaper office?
Wielding guns and wearing
bulletproof vests, agents
stormed the offices of the
Augusta Focus, where the
only weapons brandished
by the workers were pens
and notebooks. Of course,
the media was tipped off to
the events on August 18th,
so the escapade was filmed
for the nightly news, just as
if it were another episode
ofCOPs.
But this was not a
made for TV movie. Sadly,
this is America in the year
2003. Suddenly, we are a
changed society. Freedom
is in retreat. The Patriot Act
has established an atmos
phere in which federal
authorities are discarding
Constitutional rights. J.
Edgar Hoover meet John

Ashcroft; and in Georgia,
meet Richard Thompson,
the staunch Republican,
Savannah-based US Attor
ney, who has quickly built
a reputation for what ap
pear to be politically moti
vated investigations of
Democrats. These so-called
authorities are a threat to
the treasured American
way of life.
At the core of our judi
cial process is fairness.
That’s what separates our
democracy from the op
pressive regimes abroad.
There is nothing fair, how
ever, about what Mr.
Thompson has done. In the
aftermath of the raid on a
newspaper office, neither
Mr. Thompson nor the FBI
have given the slightest
hint as to why they raided
the Augusta Focus. What
federal crime are they
investigating? They never
answered that question.
Without answers from
the authorities, it leaves us
to piece the puzzle togeth
er. All signs point to the
Augusta Focus raid as an-

other segment in Mr.
Thompson’s effort to ruin
my political career and dis
credit my businesses. Over
the course of the last 18
months, Mr. Thompson has
been on a mission to seek
and destroy, and I have
been the target, with my
family and business associ
ates. I was also the first vic
tim.
For 20 years, I served
as a State Senator, includ
ing six years as the
Majority Leader of the
Senate, one of the most
influential public officials
in the state. As a public ser
vant, I brought jobs and
economic development to
Augusta. Last year, after
Mr. Thompson’s high pro
file, no-results investiga
tion began, I was defeated
in my re-election bid by
236 votes. Needless to say,
I’m used to political fights,
and will likely run for
office again. Mr. Thomp
son, however, has elevated
the partisan battleground to
a dangerous level. Our jus
tice system is not a political

toy. But he made it one.
During an 18-month
investigation, which has
yielded no hint of an
alleged crime or even a
charge, Mr. Thompson has
harassed my family and
customers.
Authorities
have arrived at my chil
dren’s offices, demanding
personal records, such as
pay stubs. He has subpoe
naed more than 300 of my
advertisers, clients and
business associates. This
behavior is not isolated.
Other prominent Demo
crats, such as former Gov.
Roy Barnes, House Speak
er Terry Coleman and State
Sen. Van Streats suffered
similar harassment.
This time, however, he
has miscalculated. The raid
on the Augusta Focus is as
much an attack on this
community, as it is on my
business. And, it is an
attack on the Fourth Estate.
The media’s role in our
society is that of an inde
pendent voice; Mr. Thomp
son crossed the line with
his boorish act of intimida-

tion.
At home, our commu
nity is using the attack on
their newspaper as a rally
ing cry. Our Constitution
guarantees freedom of
speech. Just as we marched
together for the right to
vote four decades ago, the
Black community is com
ing together to send a pow
erful message back to Mr.
Thompson.
"Our community will
not stand around and allow
our rights to be trampled
upon for partisan politics,”
said Quincy Robinson, a
retired college educator.
"The Augusta Focus is the
information provider for
our
community.
Mr.
Thompson is attempting to
silence our newspaper. The
community won’t let him.
We stand as one in support
of Mr. Walker and our
newspaper.”
The Rev. Leonard
Smalls, a political activist
from Savannah agreed,
saying, "The US Attorney
is abusing his power and
discrediting his office.

drugs so she would flash
her breasts for the camera
during a 2002 Mardi Gras
celebration in New Or
leans.
For Francis, this legal
trouble is in addition to the
22 counts of racketeering,
drugs and other illegal
activities he has been
charged with in Panama
City, Fla. If convicted, he
faces a possible 30 years in

prison. Police raided a
condo rented by Mantra
this past April and seized
175 hours of footage from
spring
break
parties.
Parents have complained
that their underage daugh
ters were told to say they
were over 18 on camera,
and prosecutors say the
footage contains alleged
minors performing sex
acts. A Francis attorney

downplays the charges,
commenting, "It doesn't
become child pornography
when you're just dealing
with nudity."
Classy.
Girls Gone Wild com
mercials are a staple of
late-night television, which
advertise the videos for
sale directly from the
Francis's company. Since I
thought purchasing directly

from Francis created a bar
rier - albeit a thin one - that
kept minors from purchas
ing the videos, I was sur
prised to recently find them
on sale at my local Best
Buy. The "Rugrats Go
Wild" DVD in the chil
dren's section may* be just
steps away from Girls
Gone Wild titles stacked at
kid-high level in the mis
cellaneous section like

"Sexy Sorority Sweet
hearts, Volume 2" and
"Forbidden Spring Break."
To prove Snoop wrong, by
the way, Francis also offers
"Black Girls Gone Wild:
Funkin' at Freaknik."
Best Buy doesn't sell
explicit pornography, but
Girls Gone Wild is close.
Their presence at a main
stream store makes it more
likely these videos will get

There is no explanation
that can justify why the FBI
raided a newspaper office.
This is a blemish on our
Justice System, and a scar
on our society. Mr.
Thompson should be repri
manded by his superiors in
Washington.”
Moreover, our journal
ism brethren are asking,
how can this be? There
would be an outcry if the
FBI raided the New York
Times or Washington Post?
The Fourth Estate will also
demand that Mr. Thompson
answer for his actions.
We will shine a spot
light on Augusta, GA. Our
community will send a
message that reverberates
all the way back to Mr.
Ashcroft’s Justice Depart
ment in Washington, and
up Pennsylvania Avenue to
the White House. Our
rights will not be trampled;
our voices will be heard.
The Augusta Focus will
publish.
Charles

Walker Sr. is

publisher of the Augusta
Focus and a former State
Senator.

into the wrong little hands.
Best Buy also sells over 70
Girls Gone Wild selections
and similar titles through
its web site , where kids can
buy anonymously.
Don't want your kids to
be exposed to Girls Gone
Wild filth? Here's an idea:
don't patronize stores that
sell it. When it hits them in
the pocketbook, maybe
then they'll get the point.
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TAmpa BAY AREA NEws
fred Hair was shot and
killed in Eddie’s Place, a
juke joint that the artists
frequented. Some say he
was an innocent bystander
TAMPA BAY - The Fort
DeSoto
Park.
caught in the crossfire of a
YWCA
Girls
Leadership
Throughout
the
week,
the
barroom brawl. Others say
Program
has
announced
girls
will
be
hosting
events
he was caught in a roman
this year’s theme for the at local recreation centers,
tic
triangle.
Things
9th Annual YWCA Week child care centers and the
by Frances Pinckney
changed after Alfred died,
Without Violence, sched Pinellas County Healthy
though the artists contin
uled for Oct. 18-25.
Department. On Saturday,
ued to paint through the
The
"LOVE
Live
October 25, there will be a
70s and 80s. “There was
Life Without Violence Recognition Celebration
nothing to shoot for after
Everyday" campaign was for all ages at the YWCA
Alfred died,” Hezekiah
developed by the youth, Hispanic Outreach Center
Baker told Monroe.
Gary Monroe, Profes idea of getting rich. How
which includes a variety of in Clearwater.
According to Monroe,
sor of Visual Art at Dayto ever, he did buy a nice car Backus encouraged all of
activities to increase com
All activities are free
na Beach Community Col and had it appropriately the artists to explore their
munity awareness about and open to the public. The
lege and documentary pho adorned. He sometimes own heritage in their paint
alternatives to violence.
YWCA Week Without
tographer, tells the story of bartered his paintings for ings. He made the assump
Saturday, Oct. 18, a Violence is a National
a group of blacks - 25 men rent and other necessities.
"Walk for Awareness and YWCA program that is in
tion that, “They felt no
and one woman - who
Unity Fun Day" is sched thousands of communities
Livingston Roberts, impulse to express their
painted landscapes of Flor one of the older highway heritage.” Perhaps circum
uled to begin at 9 a.m. at in the United States.
ida’s natural beauty: trop men, stated in a video in stance got in the way of
ical flowering trees, wind terview, “Harold didn’t impulse.
blown palms, tall strong worry about money. His
It is very doubtful that
oaks draped with moss, paintings were money...”
black art by black artists
ST. PETERSBURG - Award in the largest popu
lakes, rivers, oceans and
Newton stayed on the would have been very
St.
Petersburg
was one of lation category (more than
magical sunrises and sun move in the 1970s - Dayto profitable in the segregated
only six cities nationwide 150,000). Other cities rec
sets in bold color and lumi na Beach, Sanford and sunshine state. However,
to
receive the prestigious ognized include Tempe,
nous light.
Bradenton. For a time he one of Hair’s paintings
National
League of Cities' Ariz., Bellevue, Wash.,
With paintings still made his home in Cocoa depict a black women
James C. Howland Award, Roanoke, Va., Tupelo,
wet, they loaded their cars with his brothers, Sam and standing by a clothesline
recognizing communities Miss., and Coralville,
and traveled the state’s east Lemuel, who painted with with landry basket in hand
that have enriched the Iowa. The award will be
coast, selling their paint him. Newton died in 1994 as clothing on the line flut
quality of their urban envi presented at the NLC
ings door to door, in res at the age of 59. He was tered in the breeze.
ronments.
St. Petersburg's annual Congress of Cities
taurants, offices, court disabled by a stroke the
Newton’s paintings of
N-Team, a partnership that Conference in Nashville in
houses and bank lobbies. year before.
Eddie’s Place where Hair
over the last decade has December, and the city
The majority of these ar
Alfred Hair, Mr. Per was shot speaks to black
helped
more than 2,500 will receive a $1,000 hon
tists were from the Ft. sonality with good looks to socialization in little coun
low income homeowners orarium to be presented to
Pierce “Blacktown” area.
match, began taking art try towns where Eddie’s or
improve
their properties, a designated non-profit
Monroe tells a com lessons from Backus in Willie’s Place was the
was cited for the Silver community organization.
pelling story of these Afri 1957. His art teacher, Zu- place to be, where black
can American painters of nobia, at Jefferson Lincoln folks gathered to drink,
art who were assigned the Academy High School, dance, shoot a little pool
name, “highwaymen” in introduced him to Backus. and have fun. But, fun
1994 by Jim Fitch, director He learned Backus’s tech turned ugly sometimes,
of The Museum of Florida nique but figured out and and somebody got cut or
EVERARD HARRIS
Culture in Avon Park. The invented his own style of shot.
Piano • Drums • Guitar
book includes personal landscape painting. Unlike
Newton and Hair were
(All band instruments)
commentary by some of Newton, he did not aspire considered leaders of this
►FAMU Marching 100
the artists, a critical look of to be the best artist, just the group of painters. Both
• Army Band
the paintings and 63 full fastest.
shared their skills of paint
• Bay Point Middle Band
reproductions of their
This
charismatic ing, were mentors and
Call: 866-1034
paintings, The book, “The young man planned to be a tutors and “ties” that
Highwayman,” is available millionaire by the time he bound and kept this group
at some libraries in the was 35. So he painted together.
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
area. The video is available quickly and enlisted other
NOTE: This is part
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu
at the St. Petersburg Beach artists to boost his produc one of a series of articles
tion. Fledgling artists about “The Highway
Library.
ires
Artists in Profile:
painted in the clouds, men.” Part two will in
Harold Newton was birds, grass, etc., and clude a phone interview
airstyeing
considered by many of the framed the paintings. Hair with Hezekiah Baker and
3427 11th Avenue North
group of artists as the “fi paid them, credited a team his wife, Ivey. Baker be
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649
nest” artist. He was self- spirit and an assembly line came a landscape painter
taught and had drawn pic method of creating art, but in the late 1960s.
tures since childhood. He no factory existed as critics
met Albert Ernest Backus, suggested.
Lending a hand to each
a white landscape painter,
who had established him other was done to com
self as a distinguished ar plete the work and meet
tist in the Ft. Pierce area in the demand. Painting
together became a com
1954.
Backus
persuaded mon social function. Some
Newton to give up painting of the artists gathered at
religious scenes in favor of Hair’s mother’s house and
painting landscapes. With later at his house to paint.
“Often a party atmos
a sharp ability to copy any
thing, Newton made the phere developed as the
Call or visit a Family
Incoming Kindergarteners
painters worked through
transition.
Education and Information
the
night
with
barbecue
But, during those seg
If your child turns 5 on or before Sept. 1,
Center today!
regated times, blacks aflame and beer flowing,”
2004, you MUST roister your child and
turn in a choice application by Nov. 1,2003.
weren’t even allowed in art Monroe wrote. “We paint
3420 Eighth Ave. S
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
galleries in Florida, nor ed our own pictures,” Roy
Be sure to bring:
(727) 552-1595
were their paintings. He McLendon, one of the
* Child’s birth certificate (certified copy
Fax: (727) 552-1604
had no entry to the white painters, told Monroe.
or other proof of Kith)
Alfred Hair married
art world of Backus.
1101 Marshall St.,
»Proof of residency (such as a utility
Clearwater, FL 33755
Consequently, he peddled and fathered six children.
bill that includes the parent or
(727) 298-2858
guardian's name and street address)
his art work in the Ft. And, yes, he bought him
Fax: (72?) 298-2864
• Child’s SociaI Security number (optional)
Pierce area, along and self a fine Cadillac and
If you do not mate a
streets and highways lived quite well on his
NOTE: For a more detailed list of registration
choice,
your child will be
documents, visit www.pineIIaschotce.org
which is said to have set a earnings from his paint
assigned to a School
<x call a center before you go.
precedent for “hey, high ings. All of the painters
with seats available.
waymen.” Monroe stated made a fairly good living
that Newton was a tradi on their earnings in time.
tionalist who painted mas His fellow artists recog
FtNCUAS COVHU SCHOOLS
nized Hair’s generosity
terfully.
vAvw.pineilaschoice.org
By the mid 1960s, this and community spirit.
group of landscape pain Mary Ann Carroll, the only
ters were making more female in the group, told
money than they had ever Monroe, “People flocked
imagined. Newton was in to Alfred. He looked out
dependent but didn’t ap for others.”
On August 9,1970, Al
pear to be driven by the

RECOLLECTIONS

National YWCA
Week WiThouT
Violence------------

The Highwaymen:
Black Landscape
Artists------------------

Another National
Award For St. Pete

By Your
Side
by Officer Johnny
Harris

Homeowners Fight a
Battle AgainsT The
Crime Clock -------------Police Departments
around our Nation call it
the "Crime Clock" and it
never stops ticking. Crime
can happen anywhere at
anytime and anyone can
become a victim. Homeowners, in particular,
should be aware of one
alarming statistic; a bur
glary takes place on aver
age every 12 seconds in
the United States. You can
imagine at this moment the
number of burglaries that
are occurring while read
ing this article.
Two thirds of these
burglaries are residential in
nature. Contrary to com
mon perceptions about
burglary, many residential
burglaries are committed
without forcible entry with
the burglar getting in and
out without notice.
So, when do most
household
burglaries
occur?
Approximately
39.8% of most burglaries
occur between the hours of
6 a.m. - 6 p.m.,‘ 12.9%
occur between 6 p.m. midnight, 10% occur be
tween midnight - 6 a.m.,
8.7%
not known, and
28.6% not available.
Homeowners howev
er, are far from helpless
when it comes to protect
ing their residences against
would-be burglars. There
are more statistic to be

f-PlEl-SMti ...

H

H

Still need to apply for school choice?

Avoid the last-minute rush!

Choice

aware of: 22.6% of most
burglaries occur when the
home owners are at work
or on duty, 3.0% occur
while on the way to or
from school, 4.4% occur
while shopping or running
errands, 19.7% occur
while enjoying leisure
activities away from home,
13.3% occur while sleep
ing, 16.4% while doing
other activities at home,
and 15.5% not known.
No one ever antici
pates having their home
burglarized, yet it happens
every day in our great
nation. With this informa
tion in mind, what are
homeowners to do? Well,
there are effective meas
ures that homeowners can
take to greatly reduce the
chance of becoming anoth
er "Crime Clock" statistic.
Since burglars are oppor
tunists, the best way to
stop them from being suc
cessful is to take away
their opportunities. There
are three elements that
criminals possess in order
to carry out a criminal act.
They are: "Ability", "De
sire" and "Opportunity."
We can help to reduce
the opportunity by taking
the following measures:
One of the most common
characteristics
among
homes that are burglarized,
is that homeowners usually

do not have a basic home
security plan in place.
Use common sense by 1
locking doors, windows -l
and other entryways. Irec- |
ommend creating the illu- |
sion that someone is home i
when in fact, no one is s
there. Especially when
you're out of town. I rec- i
ommend using automatic |
security timers that turns
on and off lights, radios
and the television set at
any set time, to give your
house that lived-in appear- §
ance while you're away.
The best advise would be ■>
to have a trusted family ;
member, relative, friend or j
neighbor to babysit your ..
house while away.
Keep the exterior of
your home well lit through
the use of motion sensors ?
or other out door lighting &
systems. Lighting should 0
be adequate enough where j
by you should be able to \
read a newspaper while
walking around your ‘.j
house. However, make lj
sure that your lighting does
not disturb your neighbors. |
By installing adequate j
lighting, you have already
implored one of the most
effective measures of
deterrence.
Add and or install
good deadbolt locks, solid
doors, and reinforcing

|
i
S.

door strike plates, will also
greatly enhance your security at home. Another
method would be to install
a burglar alarm system and
cutting or trimming down

f
»
j
|
f
»

foliage and shrubbery from
around your home. This

|

will aid in deterring would
be burglars from concealment. Some folks even
invest in a pet dog for pro
tection.
My advice to you
would be to secure all
locks, activate your alarm
system, and join a neighborhood watch program.
The St. Petersburg Police
Department provides a free

Le Vian Jewelry trunk show, October 24,
Jared The Galleria of Jewelry, 6778 22nd
Avenue North at Tyrone Square Mall

home security check program.
This program
involves a certified police
officer who will come out
to your home to conduct a
home inspection and recommend some basic security measures that you can
implement to safe guard
your home.
For further information about joining a neigh
borhood watch program or
having a security check
conducted on your home,
contact Officer Johnny
Harris at (727)893-7559 or
email jeharris @ stpete .org.
Remember to tune-in
every Tuesday morning at
10:00 am until 10:30 am,
on radio station WRXB
1590 AM. for our weekly
radio talk show "Police
and
Community
Perspective". Our show
provides a live forum for
the exchange of informa
tion and dialogue between
city residents, the police
department and guests of
the show. The phone num
ber to call during the show
is: (727)-864-1600.
For the St. Petersburg
Police Department, Officer
Johnny Harris, "By Your
Side."

Downtown Sarasota Fall Craft Festival,
October 25 & 26, Main Street, Downtown
Sarasota, (941) 951-2656

News Deadline Is
4:00 P.M. Monday

Publix,

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

Fall Carnival, October 30 - November 2,
Riviera Middle School, (727) 570-9696
Tricks Or Treats?, October 31, Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church, (727) 446-6137

Silver Springs’ Halloween Festival, October
29-31, Silver Springs, (352) 236-2121

Fall Recital, October 17, Enoch Davis
Center, (727) 893-7159
Jazz at Two, October 17, Jazz Club of
Sarasota, (941) 366-1552

We’re Out for Blood, October 18,
Gold’s Gym locations in the Bay area,
(727) 568-2144
Bonsai Festival, October 18, Sunken
Gardens, (727) 551-3107
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hmihess and Financial Tips

Tampa Bay Produces Try-Matha-Lon Competition Winners------

U.S. Savings Bond
lnvestments Made Easy(NAPSI) - Saving mo
ney is often an arduous
task, but the Treasury De
partment aims to fix all of
that. The Department is
making it easier for Americans to purchase, manage
and redeem-U.S. .Savings
Bonds through TreasuryDirect at www.treasurydi:
rect.gov.
"Savings bonds are a
safe investment that can be
purchased securely by any
one with Internet access,
24 hours a day, seven days
a week," said Don Ham
mond, Treasury Fiscal
Assistant Secretary. "Sav
ings bonds provide a guar
anteed return."
Designed for individu
als seeking to protect the
purchasing power
their
sayings by earning a guar
anteed real rate of return, I
bonds are the most recent
addition to the savings
bonds program. I bonds
are an accrual-type securi
ty, meaning interest is
credited monthly for up to
30 years and paid when the
bond is cashed. The inter
est rate on the I bond is
currently 4.66 percent.
I bonds can be pur
chased electronically after

of

establishing a TreasuryDirect account. Setting up
an account takes only min
utes and uses the latest
software to authenticate
new customers while pro
tecting their personal in
formation.
There are no fees or
paperwork involved in
managing a TreasuryDirect
account. Accounts are tied
to an existing savings or
checking account at a
financial institution, mak
ing it easy to make addi
tional purchases whenever
a little extra money is
available. Account holders
can also schedule regular
deposits into TreasuryDi
rect to coincide with pay
days or any other pattern
they choose. Redemption
is easy, too, with proceeds
transferred directly into the

(S23-6092)

designated bank account.
At the end of each
Treasury Direct transac
tion, customers can print a
confirmation for their re
cords. Account holders
will receive e-mail notifi
cation whenever there is a
transaction in their ac
count. They will not re
ceive a paper bond.
Savings bonds are a
practical investment for
long-term financial goals,
such as retirement and col
lege expenses. Individuals
can purchase savings
bonds in penny increments
beginning at $25-which
makes them a practical
investment for those who
don't have a great deal of
money to save regularlyand up to $30,000.
In the future, the abili
ty to purchase and manage
additional Treasury securi
ties, such as marketable
bills and notes, will be
added to TreasuryDirect.
To learn more about sav
ings bonds and how to
open an account, visit
www.treasurydirect.gov.
By using TreasuryDirect, you can purchase,
redeem, and manage your
savings bonds.

Mabel Cooper

From left to right: (Andrew Bernard - 11th grader at Lakewood High School
Center for Advanced Technologies and Anthony Dudley- 12th grader at St.
Petersburg High School, Dionysius Burton - 10th grader at Lakewood High
School Center for Advanced Technologies, Donnieshia Corbett - 11th grader
at Lakewood High School Center for Advanced Technologies and Navin
Singh Lakewood High School Center for Advanced Technologies. Oliver
Bailey and Rose Mack coached the team.

TAMPA BAY - An in Pinellas County suc
drew Bernard, Anthony cessfully competed against
Dudley, Dionysius Burton several teams from Hills
and Navin Singh won first borough County to earn
place at the National Soci the right to represent Tam
ety of Black Engineers pa Bay at the NSBE Fall
(NSBE) Try-Math-A-Lon Regional Conference and
Competition, held last Sa-. Student Competition to be
turday, Oct. 11, at Tampa held in Nashville, Tenn.,
Public Library.
These Nov. 21-23. The fecal
team members from the NSBE Alumni Extension
Youth Engineering Society chapter, of which Contessa

School District of Hills
borough County, William
"Bill" McBride, a partner
in the law firm of Barnett,
Bolt, Kirkwood, Long &
McBride, the Honorable
Mayor Pam Iorio (via
video), and the Honorable
Thomas Scott, chair of the
Hillsborough
County
Board of County Commis
sioners; ~
Each day’s lunch will
feature keynote addresses..
Monday’s keynote speaker
is Mark Vitner, vice presi
dent and economist of
Wachovia. Vitner joined
Wachovia in 1993 and is
responsible for tracking
U.S. and regional econom
ic trends. His work has
been featured in The New
York Times, The Wall
Street Journal, Busi
nessWeek, USA Today, and
many other publications.
He is also a frequent guest
on CNBC, CNN, and the
NewsHour
with
Jim
Lehrer.
Tuesday’s
keynote
speaker is the Honorable
Steve Gunderson, senior
consultant and managing

Dorsey, an engineer at
Lockheed Martin in Olds
mar, Fla., is president,
sponsored this competi
tion. For more informa
tion, contact Dorsey at
chair@tampansbe.org, or
log on to the NSBE web
site at www.tampansbe.
org.

The Arts Center and The Pier
Join TogeTher for a New
Collaboration Premier----------- ST. PETERSBURG The Arts Center of St.
Petersburg and the Pier
have partnered in Project
Creo Center for Art and
Design, a multimedia, mul
ti-artist collaboration to
produce four annual art
installations on the Pier’s
third floor. The first, called
"Install," opened Oct. 11.
"Install" will be on view
for three months. The event
is free and open to the pub
lic.
Evelyn Craft, execu
tive director of The Arts
Center, said The Pier will
provide about 5,000 sq. ft.
of space for site-specific
installations incorporating
elements of art, architec
ture and design. "This is a
unique, concept, even com
pared to large metropolitan
areas," said Craft. "It takes
our community to the next
level artistically, by provid
ing experimental space for
artists to explore new
media and new ideas with
out any commercial con
sideration. That, in the pre
sence of the dramatic space
overlooking Tampa Bay,
gives this project potential
for major national recogni
tion of our local arts
scene
"Installation art," said
Amanda Cooper, the Art
Center’s curator of exhibi
tions and education, " re
fers ,to site specific envi
ronments created by artists.
These
environments

Tampa Chamber Hosts 2003
Leadership Conference on
Economic Growth--------------- TAMPA - The Greater
Tampa Chamber of Com
merce will be hosting its
2003 leadership confer
ence,^ Future Forum, on
Monday, Oct. 20 and
Tuesday Oct. 21, at the
Tampa Convention Center.
This witl be the first ever
leadership conference that
is open to the entire mem
bership and prospective.
Chamber members and
will focus on collaboration
and partnerships for eco
nomic growth.
There will be four key
tracks: transportation, biotech/life sciences, educa
tion and workforce, and re
development. The Future
Forum will provide an op
portunity for attendees to
network with business and
political leaders, as well as
with the Chamber Board of
Directors and the Com
mittee of One Hundred
Investors.
Leadership presenta
tions will be given by Dr.
Judy .Genshaft, President
of the University of South
Florida, Dr. Earl Lennard,
Superintendent of the

THIS &
THAT

director of the Washington
office of The Greystone
Group, a Michigan-based
strategic management and
communications consult
ing firm. Prior to joining
Greystone, he served 16
years in the United States
Congress, and three terms
in the Wisconsin State
Legislature. His profes
sional focus has been on
preparing America’s citi-_
zens, and indirectly the
organizations supporting
them, for the 21st century
global economy.
The title sponsor for
the conference is the Tam
pa Bay Workforce Allian
ce, Inc. Other sponsors in
clude Tampa Electric
Company,
Wachovia,
BECK, Borrell Electric
Co., Inc., Hardin Construc
tion Company, LLC, and
Roberts Communications
& Marketing, Inc.
For information and
registration on the confer
ence, contact Yvette Hare
at (813) 274-9440 or regis
ter online at www.tampachamber.com.

The Weekly Challenger
welcomes your Letter to the Editor.

include alterations to the
rooms where natural or
constructed elements are
arranged. Installations have
been constructed of every
sort of material imaginable,
including mixed media and
paint, sculptural forms,
light, historical artifacts,
water, trees, wood, wire
mesh, cloth, you name it."
Emerging from the ele
vator, "Install" visitors will
walk
under
Nancy
Cervenka’s film sculptures
entwined across the ceiling
and see the reception desk,
an artwork designed and
installed by New York/St.
Pete designer, Scott Fisher.
Nearby an interactive maze
designed
by
MelisSa
Christiano will generate
sounds as viewers walk
through it. Various installa
tions like the projections in
Rose Marie Prins’ will pro
duce an interplay of flick
ering light. Seven other
artists
will
complete
"Install."
The third floor of the

Pier was formally occupied
by the Hands On Museum,
which moved to Sunken
Gardens. The dramatic set
ting over the Bay com
mands a view of the
Skyway Bridge to the
South and downtown Tam
pa to the North. St. Pet
ersburg’s waterfront and
skyline provide a backdrop
to the west.
Over the next year it
will present three more
installations, all scheduled
to open during Second
Saturday St. Petersburg
Gallery Walks (Jan. 10,
Apr. 10, and July 10).
"Project Creo is a
unique artistic venture for
any city anywhere," said
Craft. "It promises to bring
our local art to a whole new
level. We thank the Pier for
making it possible."
The Pier is located at
719 Central Ave. For more
information about Project
Creo, call the Arts Center
at (727) 822-7872.

FEATURING
• B.J.:

We look forward to publishing your comments at our earliest convenience.

Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit

DESIGNS

JLw Can Find These Products At These Locations:

SSQENTlALS'-

WAVES
BYDESK^J ’

R. Kelly will also be in
the temple next Sunday
singing his praises, but you
know that grown boy likes
little girls, so please keep
your children at home.
Today’s
announce
ments are sponsored by
June Bug N’ Pee-Wee’s
Bible
Bookstore
and
Barber Shop, where their
motto is, “Buy a book and
improve your look.”
*

WITH THAT
CHEERFUL
THOUGHT IN MIND,
STAY LOOSE!

5am-10am

5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best

in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

10am-l pm Just playing the

music the way you like it.

Professional Hair Care Products

good, ain’t He?
Due to the recent slew
of bounced checks, a list of
names of those people who
cannot write checks for
tithes to the church is
inside your morning pro
gram.
Because
of
the
increase in men joining the
church because of last
week’s announcement, the
pastor wanted me to make
sure that everyone under
stood the announcement.
The Men’s Ministry will
be sponsoring a Sweatshirt
Contest, not a Wet Shirt
Contest. The reason is to
choose the new Iogo for
their sweatshirt. Those
men who just joined the
church, we want you to
know that your $200
deposit is non-refundable
and has gone towards the
pastor’s love offering...I
mean the church’s building
fund.
The Music and Arts
Departments are bringing
back their popular play,
“Big Mama Whooped Me
During Sunday School.”
Tickets are going fast.
After today’s service,
we will be selling dinner
for those of you who will
be staying for the evening
service. On the menu is
chicken, rolls, string beans
and punch. The cost is $25
per person.
Members are encour
aged to pick up Bro
Sterling’s new CD. It fea
tures the hit song, “Why
We Bling.” It’s a remake of
Kirk Franklin’s “Why We
Sing,”3. featuring J .0 .B.
(Jesus Over Bhints).

“Yesterday is a can
celled check. Tomorrow is
a promissary note. Today
is cash. Spend it wisely!”
***

Star 16 '

• DIANE HUGHES:

Please send via fax. e-mail or you may drop off your article for publication
at our office.

CHURCH
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Good morning congre
gation, I would like to give
honor to God who is the
head of my life and to wel
come all visitors to the
“Words of Jericho Ontop
of a Mighty Rock SeventhDay Christian Missionary
Baptist Tabernacle Church
of God in Christ. We do
appreciate you all coming
out today and due to bills
not being paid, there is no
air-conditioning or fans
available.
Sister Usher will be
walking around with fans
and ice cubes for a $5
donation which will go
towards our Pastor’s new
fur....I mean the church’s
building fund.
The Youth Sisters
Ministry will be having
their 100 Women in Weave
March this Sunday at 4
p.m. Members are asked to
invite a friend. The more
weave the better.
The members of the
church are asked to keep
Brother Allen in your
prayers. After singing,
“Trouble
Don’t
Last
Always,” he was arrested
for shoplifting. He’s now
serving the rest of his pre
vious five-year sentence. I
guess his troubles are
going to last for five years.
Today, we will be
passing around plastic
spoons and shot glasses for
Communion, lt seems like
the motherboard wanted to
start the party early this
morning, so we are stuck
with using Rice Krispies
and Crown Royal instead
of breadsticks and Martell.
You can thank the Pastor
for just so happening to
have bought four cases of
Crown Royal last night
after the church’s revival
and left them in his new
red 2003 Mustang. Pastor,
how did you afford that car
without a job? God is

• MICHEALT:

Old school and music to drive home by.

• TONY CHARLES: Take you

There Is
A Reason
To Read
The
Weekly
Challenger!

back home with your favorite

blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .

Carias IIair Affair

321-6802
"■'OLAY's Hair
323-9445
A.\c .ei -Vs i-Lmk Safari
323-4840

C & C Hair
.

Design

7-3090 .

TOTAL PtRITCTION

321-1930

321-5545

Iemik STAt.r. Unisex SalOn

L'okmTS I Iair Di sign

327-4074

327-1J54
liOHLitr's Hair Salos

866-7070
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A PREC IOUS TOUCH

321- 8146
MrMr's Br\urY
322- 1712
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AAVREC Partners with
Women VoTers for Forum--------ST. PETERSBURG The
African-American
Voters
Research
and
Education Committee, or
AAVREC, and the League
of Women Voters are joint
ly sponsoring a Candidate
Forum to be held on
Thursday, October 23, at 7
p.m. in the St. Petersburg
Times Auditorium (490
First Ave. S.).
An explanation and
discussion about the ballot
propositions and use of the
waterfront Albert Whitted
Airport, will precede the

candidate debate. Jointly,
the League and AAVREC
have received many inputs
through members that
some voters are finding the
ballot propositions and
their language unclear.
City Attorney John Wolfe
will try to remedy the con
fusion, planning to clarify
the intent and history of
some ballot items.
The joint meeting will
have time for questions
from the audience, and
light refreshments will be
provided. The event is

free, as a public service,
and ample parking is available behind the Times
building.
Vyrle Davis, former
Deputy Superintendent for
schools, is the AAVREC
chairman
and
Doris
Swangles is Chairman of
the Forum Committee. The
League's President is Mary
Berglund.
For further informa
tion, please contact Doris
Swangles at (727) 3274034 or email her at
Algire34@aol.com.

HCC and UF Partner To Open
Dental Clinic—------------------------ —
Services will be available to low-income households
TAMPA - Hillsbor
ough Community College
(HCC) and the University
of Florida (UF) College of
Dentistry will officially
opened a dental clinic on
the Dale Mabry Campus of
HCC on Oct. 14. Follow
ing a news briefing at 4
p.m., a reception for the
community was began at 5
p.m..
The dental clinic will
provide educational pro
grams in dental assisting
and dental hygiene for stu
dents of HCC. Dental res-

Moore
from front page
Moore spread commu
nity news as he went door
to door. “When you are
that kind of salesman, it’s
inevitable that you are
going to spread news of
the day, such as who in the
neighborhood is sick,”
Jones said.
Alfred May, who grew
up in a white neighbor
hood on Moore’s sales
route, said Moore had a
friendly, bubbly personali
ty.
“All the kids remem
bered him. He was known
as a neighborhood charac
ter,” said May, 65, who
now resides in Tierra Ver
de. He added that neigh
borhood salesmen were
common in the 1940s. “It
was a different time,” he
said. “I remember getting
ice from the iceman, be
cause we didn’t have a re
frigerator.”
May, who saw Jones’
play during its run last
summer at the American
Stage in St. Petersburg,
said he was impressed with
how the details so accu
rately portrayed Moore.
“The play really cap
tured his spirit,” he said. “I
remembered the gentleman
that sold vegetables, but I
didn’t know his life histo
ry.”
Jones said that Moore
probably was attracted to
St. Petersburg because of
its warm weather and
proximity to good fishing.
He started by selling fish
on a route from Fifth Ave.
S. to Fifth Ave. N., accord
ing to local news accounts.
His home was at 320 - 14th
St. S. He later sold vegeta-

idents from UF will offer
dental care at the clinic for
low income/low access
children and adults in
Hillsborough
County.
Access to dental care was
found to be a critical issue
in the county by the
Florida Department of
Health, which estimates
more than 100,000 lowincome Hillsborough resi
dents are without access to
oral health care. Lack of
dental care can lead to seri
ous infections, lost school
hours, and can stunt child-

bles and peanuts. “He had
a vegetable garden and a
little shop at his home,”
Jones said.
Moore “provided his
customers with suste
nance,” Jones said. “He
was a black man working
his own way, without a
machine or middle man,
selling vegetables picked
out of his own garden.”
Jones said it wasn’t an
original idea for Moore to
wear a top hat and tails to
promote his business. The
idea to dress up in a tuxedo
to sell goods had been
done before. Moore just
took advantage of the op
portunity to wear them
when he inherited the
clothes, which previously
had belonged to a sheriff in
South Carolina. When the
sheriff died, someone gave
the clothes to Moore.
“He didn’t know they
would change everything,”
Jones said.
But, not only was his
dress memorable, he also
used the distinctive catch
phrase, “I got ‘em.” Al
though Jones said it was
not unusual in those days
to “sing one’s wares,”
Moore’s catch phrase was
so memorable that his old
customers don’t refer to
him as Elder Moore or Eli
jah Moore.
“Many of his cus
tomers probably don’t re
member his name. Every
one referred to him as, ‘I
got ‘em,’ because that is
what he shouted,” he said.
“He didn’t necessarily call
himself that, but that is
how they refer to him.
They say, ‘I remember I
got ‘em.’”
Moore had a sincere

yr*™4**,
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interest in his church com
munity. He was a church
elder. In 1955, he was or
dained a minister in an
African American church.
He was known to preach
from his house and along
his route.
However, Moore’s ac
tive work and church life
style slowed when a fire
burned down his house, in
the 1960s. After the fire, he
lived in an apartment and
sold peanuts to supplement
his income. Moore died in
1972 at age 92.
Jones said he has re
ceived offers to do the play
again in the near future and
would like to work with lo
cal organizations to bring
the play into other areas in
St. Petersburg, including
Midtown, so that citizens
can recall all of Moore’s
qualities.
“Collectively, he’s part
of a sensibility of African
people who, after slavery,
learned their own business
and [worked] for them
selves,” he said. “The
mayor never gave him the
key to the city, but he had a
special place in people’s
hearts. They were happy to
hear him.”
Tom Harlan is a re
porter for the Neighbor
hood News Bureau, a pro
gram of the Dept. of Jour
nalism and Media Studies
at the University of South
Florida-St. Petersburg.

from front page -------Health Department; Joyce
Smalling, a domestic vio
lence expert from The
Haven, a domestic shelter
in Clearwater; and Clarissa
Hersey, the president of the
Women of Color Caucus, a
statewide coalition of
minority women from 40
domestic violence centers.
Held at the Enoch
Davis Center on Oct. 18th,
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., the
forum is free and open to
the public and will become
an annual event sponsored
by the Caucus. The Davis
Center is located at 1111
18th Avenue South. There
will be refreshments, enter
tainment, and babysitting
available!
"Domestic Violence is
an issue that is rarely talked
about in our community,”
said Hersey, who is also
CASA’s residential direc
tor. "We are going to break
the silence on Saturday. We
will be telling it like it is
and by doing so we will
hopefully be able to save
some lives.”
If you are unable to
attend the forum, there are
other ways to join the fight
against domestic violence.
Check out the list below:
Clothesline Project of

Tampa Bay
Saturday, October 18
Crescent Lake Park in
St. Petersburg
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Supplies will be avail
able to battered women
interested in designing
shirts depicting their pain.
The shirts will be hung on a
clothesline, thus allowing
the public to bear witness
to violence against women.
Domestic
Violence
Candlelight Vigil
Tuesday, October 28,
2003
6:30 p.m.
Ben T. Davis Beach
Courtney
Campbell
Causeway
Highway 60, southern
side of causeway on Tampa
side of bridge between
Tampa and Clearwater.
Domestic Violence in
the Workplace Summit
Thursday, October 30
Renaissance
Vinoy
Sunset Room
600 Snell Isle Blvd.
N.E.
8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Individuals and busi
nesses can learn how to
develop and implement
domestic violence policies
in the workplace. Cost is
$42.50 For reservations,
call CASA at 727-8954912, ext. 114 by Oct. 17.

Free Program for
Senior Citizens
Assists
with
MRR ■
LARGO - Lighthouse
Credit Foundation is a
non-profit agency dedicat
ed to providing financial
counseling, education and
assistance to individuals
who have need or limited
resources. Now, Light
house is announcing the
new SAFE Harbor pro
gram (Senior Assistance &
Financial Education) for
senior citizens living in
Pinellas County. The
SAFE Harbor program
will be a free service that
focuses on one-on-one
credit counseling for sen
ior citizens with an empha
sis on medical bills, in
stallment, revolving debt,
mortgage debt, and utility
payments and will begin
on Thursday, Oct. 16.
"We feel this program
will complement our exist
ing programs and allow
Lighthouse to branch out
to serve this target group
for whom this type of serv
ice is not currently avail
able. The SAFE Harbor
program will provide bill
ing counseling and educa
tion to the citizens over
fifty-five in our communi
ty who are having difficul-

ty understanding or paying
their bills," says Mary
Melcer, President of Light
house Credit Foundation.
The primary focus of
SAFE Harbor will be to
relieve the stress and frus
tration that is often associ
ated with the bill paying
process. Lighthouse Cre
dit’s medical billing spe
cialists will be available to
review medical bills and
questions.
Additionally, coun
selors will create organiza
tional systems for seniors
which will permanently
setup bill paying tech
niques requiring little
hands-on
involvement
once the systems are in
place.
Counseling sessions
will include education,
explanations and organiza
tion of financial obliga
tions and will be free of
charge. Sessions will be
held at Lighthouse Credit
Foundation located at 8550
Ulmerton Road in Largo.
To schedule an appoint
ment, call (727) 450-2940
or visit www.lighthousecfedit.org.
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hood growth. The new
HCC campus dental clinic
will establish a unique,
modem educational setting
to provide lifetime learn
ing, career workforce
opportunities and commu
nity initiatives that maxi
mize the oral health care
benefits to Hillsborough’s
underserved residents.
The Dale Mabry Cam
pus of HCC is on the cor
ner of Dale Mabry High
way and Tampa Bay Blvd.,
across from Raymond
James Stadium.
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ARISE Foundation SaluTes
Congressman Jim Davis----------TAMPA
BAY
Congressman Jim Davis
was saluted by the ARISE
Foundation last week, for
helping to secure a
$500,000 Congressional
grant to teach delinquent
incarcerated youth how to
manage anger, resolve
conflict, avoid drugs and
succeed in a law-abiding
society.
"Congressman Davis
understands that ARISE
Life-Skill Lessons offer a
simple, inexpensive and
practical method for teach
ing disadvantaged, trou
bled youth to approach life
with a positive attitude,"
explained Edmund F. Ben
son, ARISE co-founder.
"Because at-risk and incar
cerated youth are taught
vital life skills by certified
ARISE instructors before
they are returned to their

communities, we are, in
effect, preventing possible
future criminal activities."
The ARISE Founda
tion received $500,000
from the Department of
Justice’s Office of Juvenile
Prevention and Delin
quency Programs at the
request of Congressman
Jim Davis. The juvenile
correctional facilities in
Congressman Davis’ dis
trict that benefit from this
grant include the Riverside
Academy and the Juvenile
Services Program in St.
Pete.
"By helping to secure
a $500,000 Congressional
grant, Congressman Jim
Davis has played a signifi
cant role in decreasing the
level of crime in your com
munity
and
indeed
throughout the state," pro
claimed Benson. "Since

1999, juvenile arrests for
murder, armed robbery,
concealed firearms, auto
theft and assault are down,
according to the Florida
Department of Juvenile
Justice. It is precisely these
types of programs, coupled
with a strong voice in
Washington, D.C., that
will continue to positively
affect these crime statistics
and make the streets safer
for families and all resi
dents."
"With continued sup
port on Capitol Hill from
Congressman
Davis,
ARISE plans to expand its
already successful pro
gram to reach more trou
bled young men and
woman all over Florida
before they are primed for
crime," Benson said.

Exhibit of Black Lawyers and
Judges to be Displayed----------ST. PETERSBURG—
The University of South
Florida - St. Petersburg
campus’ (USFSP) Poynter
Library is hosting an exhib
it on the history of African
American Lawyers and
Judges in St. Petersburg
and Pinellas County. The
exhibit runs from Oct. 22 to
Nov. 30.
With the assistance of a
grant from the Florida
Humanities Council, the
Diversity Committee of the
St. Petersburg Bar Associ
ation is sponsoring the

exhibit. This traveling
exhibit includes documents
and memorabilia illustrat
ing the notable accomplish
ments of St. Petersburg’s
black attorneys and their
struggles for professional
recognition through the
years of the civil rights
movement and beyond.
The exhibit is free and
open to the public. The
USFSP campus library is
located at 140 7th Ave. S.
in downtown St. Peters
burg. For more informa
tion, please call Kathy

Arsenault, Dean, Poynter
Library, University of
South Florida St. Peters
burg, (727) 553-4400.
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How to Read the New $20 Bill.
Soon you’ll begin seeing the newIy designed U.S. currency, with subtle background colors
and enhanced security features. But one thing will never change: The old bilte will always
be worth just as much as We new. All bills are good. For good.

The New Color of Money
Safer. Smarter. More Secure.

Security Thread—
Look closely for the embedded plastic security

I

thread — visible from both sides. WIi find a
tiny flag and the words “USA TWENTY.”

1

Watermark
HoW the bit! up to the light and took for the faint
image similar to the portrait. It's part of the paper

itself, and you can see it from both sides.

Color-Shifting Ink
Tilt the bi!I up and down, and the color-shifting

ink in the number ”20* in the tower right corner
changes from copper to green and back.

COMBO DINNER
9.99
FABULOUS!
FOR OVER 21 YEARS

5

For more information about new currency designs visit www.moneyfactory.com/newnTOney

6
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HEALTH NEWS
RELATIONSHIPS

by Lloyd Dennis

Does Romance Have
To End With Marriage?
Just the other day I
was discussing my won
derful column with a few
of the ladies' at a small
business establishment. All
of a sudden one of the
ladies began to wave her
head from side to side like
Black women do some
times when they are about
to get on you about some
thing. "Yeah, well tell me
something, Mr. Love
Doctor! Why is it that after
you marry a man he stops
being romantic?"
The young lady was
serious in her belief that
only the "men" were to
blame for the problem. So
I turned around, put my
hand on my hip waved my
head and replied, "Its hard
to be romantic to curlers
and flip flop slippers". So
fellas, I did defend our
position.
In reality, the man is
rarely the entire reason for
the loss of romance in a
marriage. There seems to
be a tendency on the part
of both partners to "relax"
in a relationship after the
paperwork is signed. This
is the, reason some couples
choose to "live together"
for years and years, afraid
to get married, because
they've seen other couples
"loose it*' after jumping the
broom.
Men don't really want
to loose the passion in their
relationships, any more
than women do. Actually,
if you get a man in private,
he will usually admit that
he married the woman
because had "the hots" for
her and wanted to keep her
for himself. The problem is
that most men really don't
understand what makes a
woman respond to them in
the first place. Men, the
Love Doctor is here to tell
you that its not your looks
or your clothes or your car
your cologne that turns
your lady on. It may be
true that these things may
get her attention, but they
don't create the heat of pas
sionate romance.
So fellows if you
notice that your lady does
n't seem to respond as pas
sionately after marriage,
you are probably not on
your job! However, since

or

you are reading the Love
Doctor column, don't
worry help has arrived.
The problem is that
most of us fellows think
that because we are
"turned on" by physical
things, women are also. It
just not true. I know your
lady used to get all warm
and cuddly when you were
looking good on those
romantic evenings, but
think about it. Try to
remember. Did she melt in
your arms at the beginning
of the date or toward the
end, after a little "wining
and dining" or after you
were thoughtful enough to
bring some flowers or a lit
tle gift or simply after you
had "spent some time" giv
ing her your attention.
The Love Doctor has
come to understand that
most women seem to
respond romantically to
"effort". They will say
things like, "It's the
thought that matters."
Ladies seem to turned on
by how we treat them and
they want to feel that we
think about them when we
are away from them. In
addition, they want evi
dence. That evidence can
be almost anything. Flow
ers, a little gift, her favorite
food, planning an evening
out. One little trick that
pays off over and over is to
say nice things about her to
people who will tell her
what you said. It works for
the Love Doctor.
However, like I said
earlier in this column, it
not just the dudes who
mess up the romance in a
marriage. Before marriage,
ladies tend to spend more
time and effort looking
good for their men, and
then after the honeymoon
they are not as careful
about how they present
themselves to their mate.
Some ladies can come up
with a bunch of reasons for
being less attractive, and
many are true and under
standable. However, re
gardless of reason, the
results are usually the
same when high heels and
silk become sneakers and
sweats. There is an old
saying that goes, "What
ever it took to catch a man ,

it will also take to keep
him." Sisters, if you want a
man who will be happy
with a woman who wears
slippers, curlers and a
house coat most of the
time, you should dress that
way during the courtship.
How long would a restau
rant stay in business if it
advertised
steak
and
served luncheon meat.
Right or wrong, most
men respond sexually to
simple physical things like
the way a woman looks,
smells, moves and sounds.
And, like it or not, ladies,
romance for men is sexual.
If your mother didn't tell
you that, thank God for the
Love Doctor. If you want
your man to romance you,
spend some time in the
mirror making sure that
you look like someone he
will Want to romance.
Alright, I know that
some of you are saying, a
man shouldn't just love
you for your looks and you
may be right. But today's
column is not on "love";
the topic is "Romance".
Men can love women
without feeling romantic
about them. Quite often
men love their mothers,
daughters and sisters
deeply and caringly with
out romantic feelings.
Even some men who "fool
around" still love their
wives, they just get their
romance someplace else.
Another thing both of
you must remember is that
It takes time to stay in
love. Marriage ain't magic.
There is no love genie in a
bottle that will make sure
that you automatically
spend the necessary time
together to keep the fires
burning. Before you mar
ried, you scheduled your
times together. You made
dates. It may have been no
more than "Let's get
together tomorrow night
and rent a movie and have
some pizza." But you
made an appointment.
Both of you could plan
your evening and look for
ward to your time together
sharing an activity togeth
er.
Okay, the love Doctor
has done his job. Before
today you probably were
just ignorant and that can
be excused. If you contin
ue to screw up the romance
in your marriage, its your
own fault.
"His Way Works" is a
collection of similar arti

cles, by the "love doctor"
in an indexed book form

and is available online at

www.lloyddennis.com
at many fine

or

bookstores.

Lloyd Dennis is available

as a speaker; email him at
ld@lloyddennis.com

ClienT Survey for Ryan White
Needs Assessment------------------ST. PETERSBURG :
The West Central Florida
Ryan White Care Council
will conduct client surveys
in Pinellas County from
October 20 - 31, 2003 at
the following locations:
All Children’s Hospital,
Beacon House, Chris
topher House, Dr. Elliot,
Dr. Rodwick, Edward
James Reid Counseling
Services, FACT Dinner
and Support Groups,
Mobile
Health
Unit,

a

Mustard Seed and Turning
Point, Operation Hope,
Pinellas Care-St. Pete &
Largo, Pinellas County
Health
Department-St.
Pete and Clearwater, Red
Ribbon
Homestead,
Salvation Army Homeless
Shelter, St. Petersburg Free
Clinic, Suncoast Resort,
VA Bay Pines, and West
Care Florida.
The West Central
Florida Care Council plans
services to meet the needs

of people living with
HIV/AIDS. The client sur
veys will assist in identify
ing which HIV/AIDS care,
treatment, and support
services are most impor
tant in your community
and how Ryan White dol
lars are spent.
Please contact Kristi at
(727) 217-7070 ext. 22 for
more information regard
ing the client surveys.

Profusion Presents
Sake and Champagne
Dinner to Benefit The
Children’s Heart
Foundation
October 23rd Sake and Champagne Tasting to
Feature Momokawa Japanese Sake and
Mumm Cordon Rouge Champagne Selections
Profusion Tampa, an
East-West dining experi
ence located on Bay Street
at International Plaza, is
offering a fixed price fourcourse menu on Thursday
October 23. The meal will
feature select Momokawa
Iapanese sake and Mumm
Cordon Rouge champagne
with each course, and an
expert will discuss the
offerings and answer ques
tions. A limited live auc
tion will also be featured
with charitable proceeds
benefiting the Children's
Heart Foundation.
Profusion Tampa, co
owned by Keyshawn
Johnson, wide receiver for
the Tampa Bay Bucca
neers, and the Mah family,
is a 12,000-square-foot,
300-seat restaurant featur
ing three showcase kit
chens, creating award-win-

ning Asian cuisine, Amer
ican grill cuisine and prime
steaks, and designer sushi
in a world-class interior.
The Mah family founded
the first Profusion in
Montreal and also owns
and operates Le Piment
Rouge in Montreal.
The Florida Chapter of
the Children's Heart Foun
dation is the only national
non-profit organization
that exclusively funds re
search for congenital heart
defects (CHDs), America’s
number one birth defect.
Congenital heart defects
affect 40,000 babies each
year - nearly one percent
of newborns - and are the
leading cause of diseaserelated death among chil
dren in the U.S.
For reservations, call
813-353-8400.

Prepping Teeth for the
Top Candy Holiday—What every parent can do for kids' bral health
at Halloween
The most recent U.S.
census shows that in the
five- to 14-year age range
alone 40 million prospec
tive trick-or-treaters could
be out this Halloween. If
recent buying trends hold,
Americans will have 20
million pounds of candy
com on hand — enough to
give each costumed candylover half a pound. That's’
before they get to the
chocolate, lollipops and
other treats.
How can 32 tiny teeth
hold up against this on
slaught? The trick is to
moderate kids' intake of
sweets and make sure they
stick to their brushing-andflossing routine, according
to Ed Schooley, DDS, a
national oral health advisor
for Delta Dental Plans
Association.
"Gathering and eating
Halloween treats can be a
lot of fun for kids and par
ents alike. The key is to
enjoy the treats in modera
tion and to give, teeth a
treat too, in the form of a
little extra care," Dr.
Schooley said.
Here are some fun and
creative ways to protect
your child's smile and
encourage good dentalcare habits this Halloween:
• Serve a healthy sup
per. A good meal before
trick-or-treating leaves less
room for sugary sweets.

• Set up a candy
"bank." Allow your child
four or five pieces of candy
on Halloween, then store
the rest in a sealed contain
er (freeze chocolates and
candy bars). Establish
times when the "bank" will
be open for withdrawals
over the next month.
• Offer tooth-friendly
fare to trick-or-treaters.
Consider sugar-free treats
or travel sizes of toothpaste
and dental floss. Just re
member that although
treats like dried fruit might
and gummy fruit snacks
might be more nutritious
than candy, all hold decayproducing acid against
teeth for longer periods of
time than other snacks.
• Make sure candy is
age-appropriate. Don't give
children ages five and
under jawbreakers or hard
candies. These can chip
teeth or cause choking.
• Encourage kids to
drink water throughout the
day, especially after eating
sweets. It will help rinse
sugar away from teeth until
there is time for proper
brushing.
• Brush before bed
time. Offer your child a
new, brightly colored
toothbrush as a final Hal
loween treat. Insist on a
good brush before bedtime.
After Halloween, it's
best to wait until after

Addressing The Community's
Asthma Crisis: New Campaign
Offers Tool To Help African
Americans "Keep Asthma ln
Check"------------------ —------------------------

National Medical Association and Jackie Joyner-Kersee encourage use of
simple, validated questionnaire aimed at helping reduce asthma's impact
on African American communities
WASHINGTON, DC In response to asthma's
impact on the African
American
community,
Asthma Action America®
- a national asthma educa
tion campaign - has
launched a new initiative
to help African Americans
manage asthma more
effectively. The goal of the
new initiative is to encour
age African Americans
who have asthma to take
the Asthma Control Test
and then discuss the results
with their physician. The
validated test features five
simple questions, based on
guidelines developed by
the National Institutes of
Health, which give people
a quick and easy way to
help gauge how their asth
ma is affecting them.
Dr. Michael LeNoir,
chair of the National
Medical
Association's
(NMA)
Asthma
and
Allergy Section, and six
time Olympic medallist
Jackie Joyner-Kersee are
working with Asthma
Action America and its 21
national supporting organi
zations to help bring atten
tion to the alarming impact
of asthma on the African
American community.
More than three mil
lion African Americans
currently have asthma, and
African Americans are
three times more likely
than whites to be hospital
ized for asthma2 or die
from asthma. Though
African Americans cur
rently represent 12 percent
of the U.S. population,
they account for nearly 26
percent of all asthma

meals to give kids candy
from the candy bank,
because eating sugary
treats after a balanced meal
is better than eating them
alone.
"The body produces
more saliva to help digest
big meals, which washes
away more food and helps
neutralize harmful acids
before they can attack
teeth," Dr. Schooley said.
Delta Dental Plans
Association, based in Oak
Brook, IL, is a national net
work of independent notfor-profit dental service
corporations specializing
in providing dental benefits
programs to 43 million
Americans in more than
75,000 employee groups
throughout the country.

Accept "WonPew Compensation' &
CfaintS

We Specialize Also In:
• Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia
H.T.

Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULAR MAS SAGE

NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869

Jackie Joyner-Kersee
deaths.
"These statistics are
disturbing, but there are
simple steps we can take
now to begin to reverse
these numbers for good,"
said Dr. LeNoir, a national
ly recognized expert on
inner-city asthma issues.
"Asthma is a controllable
disease and, with proper
management, we can do
much to reduce its impact
on our community. Proper
asthma management starts
with good asthma educa
tion."
Lending her support to.
the campaign is Ms.
Joyner-Kersee, who will
narrate a series of public
service announcements,
scheduled to run on radio
stations nationwide this
fall. In the PSAs, JoynerKersee tells of her own
struggle with asthma and
urges African Americans
to take the Asthma Control
Test and share the results
with their doctor.
"When I was diag
nosed with asthma, I
thought I'd have to give up
running," said Ms. JoynerKersee. "Asthma didn't
stop me from competing -1
learned that with the prop
er treatment, asthma does
n't have to stop you from
doing what you want to

do." Through proper asth
ma management, people
with asthma can reduce
their risk for serious symp
toms, asthma attacks and
possibly long-term lung
damage. Better control can
also help reduce the large
personal, societal and eco
nomic costs associated
with the disease, which
every year causes an esti
mated 5,000 deaths and
results in $14 billion in
medical
and
indirect
expenses in the US.
Dr. LeNoir urges
everyone with asthma to
take the Asthma Control
Test, review the results
with their doctor and fol
low simple steps to get
their asthma under control,
including: avoiding asthma
triggers; using inhaled
anti-inflammatories where
appropriate to prevent
symptoms; working close
ly with healthcare profes
sionals, and regularly
monitoring asthma control.
The Asthma Control
Test is available online
now at www.AsthmaAc
tionAmerica.org and is the
centerpiece of the new
"Keep Your Asthma in
Check" brochure, which is
available free of charge by
calling 1-800-377-9575.
Asthma Action Amer
ica is supported by The
Respiratory Institute estab
lished by GlaxoSmith
Kline. GlaxoSmithKline is
a research-based pharma
ceutical company and a
world leader in respiratory
care.
Asthma Control Test is
a trademark of QualityMetric Incorporated.
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Registration Deadline Approaches for
the Next ACT Test--------- —--------- ---------College-bound high
school students who want
to take the ACT test for col
lege admissions have two
chances to register before
the Dec. 13 national test
date. The postmark regis
tration deadline is Friday,
Nov. 7. There is also a late
registration postmark dead
line on Nov. 20 (an addi
tional fee is required for
late registration). Students
can get information from

their high school counselor
or register online at
www.act.org.
ACT scores are accept
ed by virtually all colleges
in the nation, including all
Ivy League schools. The
ACT is a curriculum-based
achievement test, not an
aptitude test. There are four
sections, covering English,
reading, math and science.
The tests cover material
that students study in high

school.
ACT scores are consid
ered by colleges for admis
sions and course place
ment, along with several
other important factors
including high school GPA,
college prep courses taken
in high school, extracurric
ular activities, personal
background and other
information. The test fee is
$29 in Florida.
To learn more about

Integration
from front pg.

the ACT Assessment, in
cluding registration forms
and test locations, contact
your high school counselor
or go to the ACT website
(www.act.org), which also
offers helpful information
including test-prep advice,
sample tests and a free
financial aid needs calcula
tor.

The Able Trust Receives $990,000
Grant to Support Florida’s Youth with
Disabilities
Grant will expand Florida high school /high tech, a career-training pro
gram for high school students with disabilities
TALLAHASSEE
The Able Trust kicked off
its celebration of October
as National Disability Em
ployment
Awareness
Month by receiving a fed
eral grant award of
$990,000 from the U.S.
Department of Labor that
will support President
George W. Bush's New
Freedom Initiative's goal of
integrating Americans with
disabilities into the work
force.
The Able Trust was
awarded the grant from the
department's Office of Dis
ability Employment Policy
(ODEP). Funds will be
used over a five-year peri
od to expand The Able
Trust’s
Florida
High
School/High Tech pro
gram, which provides
training for high school
students with disabilities
with an interest in careers
in science, technology, en
gineering and math. ODEP
awarded 42 grants, each
ranging from $50,000 to
$750,000, and totaling
about $15.3 million.
“We are thrilled to re-

ceive such a significant
grant from ODEP which
will enable The Able Trust
to expand the Florida High
School/High Tech pro
gram,” said Sharon Grif
fith, President and CEO of
The Able Trust. "Tech
nology helps level the play
ing field for people with
disabilities, and the expan
sion of the Florida High
School/High Tech program
will enable us to reach
more students with disabil
ities in Florida and better
prepare them for the work
force of the 21st century.”
Griffith added, “It is
fitting that this grant was
awarded to The Able Trust
during October, National
Disability
Employment
Awareness Month. This is a
time when The Able Trust
and other disability organi
zations around the State of
Florida come together to
recognize and celebrate the
many employment contri
butions of Floridians with
disabilities. We have spon
sored several projects for
October, including a state
wide Disability Mentoring

Day, that help focus atten
tion on the need to connect
job seekers with employers
in an effort to break down
barriers for Florida’s $2
million citizens with dis
abilities."
The Able Trust’s Flori
da High' School/High Tech
(HSHT) is an after-school
enrichment program that
prepares high school stu
dents with disabilities for
post-secondary opportuni
ties and careers in technical
fields. In Florida, fourteen
projects provide over 300
students with disabilities
with activities such as field
trips, educational work
shops on resume building
and career exploration, and
paid summer internships.
HSHT is part of a national
initiative of the Office of
Disability
Employment
Policy and is conducted in
24 states. Florida is the
only program with a state
wide sponsor, The Able
Trust, which helps provide
funding and staff support to
the fourteen projects.
The Able Trust, also
known as the Florida Gov-

ernor’s Alliance for the
Employment of Citizens
with Disabilities, is a 501c3
public-private partnership
foundation established by
the Florida legislature in
1990. Its mission is to be
the leader in providing
Floridians with disabilities
fair employment opportu
nities through fundraising,
grant programs, public
awareness and education.
Since its establishment,
The Able Trust has award
ed over $13 million to indi
viduals with disabilities
and nonprofit organizations
throughout Florida for
employment-related pur
poses. Its programs enable
over 2,000 Florida citizens
with disabilities to enter the
workforce each year.
For more information
about The Able Trust
Florida High School/High
Tech program, or to learn
more about the Disability
Mentoring Day job shad
owing activity on October
15, call Kristen Knapp,
APR, at (888) 838-2253 or
email Kristen@abletrust
•org.

RONALD L. NELSON, PA.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
• Automobile Accidents
• Employment & Labor Law

NEWS
DEAD

• Nursing Home Negligence

LINE

• Probate & Wills
• General Civil Litigation

(727) 898-9292
341 THIRD STREET SOUTH • ST. PETERSBURG
www.rlnelsonlaw.com

IS 4 PM.
MONDAY

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based soley upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask the lawyer to
send you a free written information about their qualifications and experience.
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
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HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
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Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
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I was having bad luck, mis-

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
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in New York or Atlanta.
Someone offered them
$5,000 and they grabbed it,
not knowing it was worth a
whole lot more than that."
But those involved in
the transactions said it was
simply a case of free enter
prise. Bob Granstrom, a
real estate agent who has
been buying and selling
land in Bethune Beach
since the early 1970s, said
landowners jumped at the
chance to make an original
investment of a few hun
dred dollars turn into thou
sands.
The change came when
some enterprising Orlandoarea residents realized the
potential for the land in the
area, Granstrom said.
High-pressure sales pitches
were not necessary - most
owners were eager to sell,
Granstrom . said. "The
blacks sold out for profit,"
Granstrom said. "Which is
fine - it's the American
way."
Now well-off residents
of the Orlando area own
about 70 percent of the
homes, Granstrom said.
Only about 10 percent
of the homes are full-time,
owner-occupied,
with
many serving as weekend
getaways and rental prop
erties. Economic forces
affecting real estate in the
area are enough to rattle
any community, no matter
the race of its inhabitants.
In 1988, the value of prop-

erty in the general vicinity
was $210 million, accord
ing to the Volusia County
Property Appraiser's Of
fice.
Last year, the same
land was worth $520 mil
lion. Granstrom said he
sold a 75-foot-wide empty
beachfront lot for $750,000
in June, and a 50-foot lot
on the ocean would go for
about $500,000. Lots not
on the ocean would still
fetch several hundred thou
sand dollars, he said.
Granstrom said investors
simply saw that kind of
value increase coming
early and took advantage of
a good deal.
Bethune Beach is wellknown in black historical
circles. It joins American
Beach in Jacksonville and
Butler Beach near St.
Augustine as the only his
torically black beaches in
the state. Bethune Beach is
listed on the Florida Black
Heritage Trail.
Joyce Engram, the
widow of original Bethune
Beach founder George En
gram, said the concept for
the beach came out of sev
eral incidents in the early
1940s when Bethune, foun
der of Bethune-Cookman
College, tried to take some
of her black students on
Daytona Beach. White citi
zens and police officers
quickly ordered them off.
“That didn't sit very
well with Mrs. Bethune,"
Engram said.
Bethune rounded up a
list of investors, including

Engram, a successful Day
tona Beach electrical con
tractor. Others included
black business heavy
weights, including the
presidents of two insurance
companies. They
put
together $113,000 and
bought land stretching for
about 2 1/2 miles from the
ocean to the Mosquito
Lagoon, dividing it into
2,547 lots.
George Engram, who
became the most hands-on
investor, built the Welricha
Motel and a bar and restau
rant called the Beach
Casino. Soon thousands of
blacks were flocking to the
beach on weekends and
holidays, not only from
Florida but all over the
Southeast. Like whites up
the coast in Daytona
Beach, blacks found the
wide beach a perfect set
ting for oceanfront automo
bile races.
ln 1946, the investors
incorporated the BethuneVolusia Beach company
and started selling lots for
several hundred dollars
each to allow blacks with
low incomes to become
property owners.
But a building boom
never came as only a hand
ful of wealthy landowners
could afford to put houses
on the lots. As the years
went on, many buyers
defaulted on their purchas
es and Engram and others
ended up buying those lots.
The company also had
a disappointment from
Volusia County govern-
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ment, which had promised
to build bathhouses, picnic
facilities and a fishing dock
on the river on land signed
over from Bethune-Volusia
Inc. Only modest improve
ments came about, leading
Engram and others to
demand the land return to
the company in a dispute
that would stretch for years
until settled by construc
tion of a large county park.
By the mid-1960s, the
Bethune Beach concept
had lost steam, especially
since integration made
beaches everywhere acces
sible to blacks. Speculators
started buying up the
empty lots from the black
owners and reselling them
at ever-growing profits,
deals that gathered steam
through the 1970s. With
escalating property values,
taxes began climbing, con
tributing to the old landowners' interest in selling.
By the mid-1980s, few
blacks remained in the
community. Bland said she
has fielded many offers on
her home, but turned them
all down. She would like
her children and grandchil
dren to be able to enjoy her
cherished oceanfront com
munity. But Bland ques
tions how secure that
vision of the future is in
reality.
“I'm just wondering
what's going to happen
with the few blacks that are
here," she said.

Scientists Wonder Why Florida’s West
Nile Cases Are Relatively Low—--------ST. PETERSBURG
(AP) - Despite Florida's
reputation as a mosquito's
paradise, scientists are try
ing to explain why its num
ber of human West Nile
virus cases have been low
compared to other states.
Although Florida has a
wet, hot climate that helps
spawn and spread its 68
species of mosquitoes, a
human epidemic of the ill
ness just hasn't taken hold.
“Isn't that amazing?"
said Julia Gill, epidemiolo
gy program manager for
the Pinellas County Health
Department. “We as scien
tists have a lot to learn
about how this disease is
going."
More than 6,600 U.S.
residents have gotten the
disease this year, and about
140 have died. Colorado
leads the nation with more
than 2,100 cases. Nebraska
has more than 1,100 cases
and South Dakota close to

900.
This year, Florida has
seen 58 cases and five
deaths, which are caused
by a fatal swelling of the
brain. That's an increase
from past years, but still
comparatively few. Last
year, the epicenter of the
disease was Illinois, with
nearly 900 cases, while
Florida had 28.
West Nile spreads to
humans through bites from
mosquitoes, which get the
virus after biting infected
animals such as birds or
horses. Mosquitoes need
water to lay their eggs and
let their larvae hatch.
One theory for the low
instances of West Nile is
that weather patterns
haven't helped it spread,
said Jonathan Day, profes
sor at the Florida Medical
Entomology Laboratory of
the University of Florida.
For the virus to amplify
here, Florida's spring needs

to be dry, so that mosqui
toes and birds cluster
together around shrinking
water sources, Day said.
Then the weather needs to
become wet, so that the
infected mosquitoes breed
and roam the state.
The state had that wea
ther pattern in 1977 and
again in 1990, when there
were epidemics of St.
Louis encephalitis, another
mosquito-borne
illness,
Day said. But 2001 and
2002 were too dry, while
last spring was too wet, he
said.
Another explanation
could be that some of
Florida's species don't bite
humans. The mosquito
wreaking havoc in Colo
rado is Culex tarsalis, an
“avid feeder on people"
that also travels more than
most species, said Colo
rado veterinarian Sue
Montgomery, an epidemic
intelligence service officer

studying the disease with
Centers for Disease Con
trol and Prevention.
Also, Florida may have
fewer cases because it has
more mosquito controls
than most states, Mont
gomery said. Floridians are
constantly advised to take
precautions against mos
quitoes, and regular spray
ing is common.
Still, Day warns that a
future epidemic in Florida
is possible, pointing out
that older people are more
likely than younger people
to show symptoms of West
Nile once they are bitten.
“If we have-and I think
we will-an event compara
ble to Colorado's, we'll end
up with easily 3,000 cases.
And if you consider the age
structure (of Florida's pop
ulation), it may even be
worse," he said.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Cee'd

JAZZ
JAMM
Jazz Anyone?
What’s your prefer
ence, Dixieland, Ragtime,
Electric, Smooth, Swing,
Fusion, Straight-Ahead,
Traditional or Bebop take
your pick! What is this
music called JAZZ, any
way? Some like it "Hot"
and some like it "Cool".
Some like it in a fashion
that’s recognizable, while
some take their jazz like
scrambled eggs. Those are
the folks who say it’s not
just the scrambled eggs but
the way the musician
scrambles them.
So, what is YOUR def
inition of JAZZ? Don’t
worry; I’m not going to get
into a long dissertation and
try to define it for you.
Even though, I have a long
and solid background in
the music, this column
should not dictate your per
sonal likes and dislikes.
My preference in jazz is
Straight-ahead or Bebop.
However, if you’re like me,
you enjoy all types of
jazz.... ranging from
Dixieland to Fusion.
Through the years,
every so often, a new type
of jazz comes about and
gains
popularity.
Nevertheless,
whatever
type of jazz it might be,
whether or not it’s called
"Smooth" or "Traditional"
or whatever, jazz comes
from one common and

major source ... the
"Blues". Yes, that’s right.
Those low-down dirty
blues. I’m talking about
the same type of blues that
cats like Muddy Waters,
Lil Green, Billie Holliday,
Aretha Franklin, BB King,
Bobby "Blue" Bland, and
many, many others have
offered to us. There’s just
too many to include them
all in this column.
Let me share with you
a brief chronology of
African-American Music
and Jazz.
The following has been
excerpted from the book
"All About Jazz: History of
Jazz Time Line" by Doug
Ronalle and Michael Ricci.
"Before 1850: Folk
music based on African
forms, white dance and
band music. Circa 1850:
Plantation songs sung by
slaves; minstrelsy was
white music meant to copy
plantation songs. During
the Civil War: Slave songs
of the United States pub
lished by William Francis
Allen, Charles Pickford
Ware and Lucy McKim
Garrison; slave songs of
the Georgia Sea Islands
published by Lydia Parrish.
After the Civil War: Prison
songs. The late 1800's:
Blues develops and is com
pleted by 1910. The
1890’s”: Ragtime develops

and is the most popular
music in America between
1900 and 1911. The early
1900’s: Marching band
music. Ragtime and the
Blues begin to be fused
into early Jazz roots. 1910
- 1920: New Orleans Jazz
is the thing. The Jazz Age
is bom. The 1930’s: Swing
is King and this is the only
time that Jazz and Popular
are the same thing. The
1940’s: Bebop is bom. It is
later called simply Bop.
The 1950’s: Hard Bop or
Funk and Cool Jazz take
over. The 1960’s: Modal
and Free Jazz find follow
ers. The 1970’s: Jazz fuses
with one of its derivatives
(Rock) to form Jazz-Rock
or Fusion. The 1980’s:
Contemporary Jazz age
begins. The 1990’s: HipHop and other forms
emerge.
Hard Bop
revival."
So, jazz fans that’s a
bird’s eye view of how we
got to where we are today.
At this day and time,
you may have noticed the
subtle conflict going on
between fans of Traditional
or Straight-ahead jazz and
the more commercial
Smooth jazz. So, what’s
causing the conflict and
what’s the difference
between the two types of
jazz? I did a little research
for answers to those ques
tions right here in St. Pete.
This is what I learned and
some of the comments I
heard. In some Traditional
jazz circles, you had better
not even mention that socalled elevator music
called
Smooth
jazz.
"That’s music they play in
doctor’s offices". Or vice
versa in the Smooth jazz
circles, don’t you dare

mention Straight-ahead,
Traditional or Bebop
music. Or "...that music
that the crazy way-out cats
enjoy".
One
Straight-ahead
jazz fan told me that
Smooth jazz performers
tend to merge into a hodge
podge to the extent you
can’t identify who’s play
ing. It’s a cloning where
everybody sounds the
same. As opposed to lis
tening and being able to
identify accurately per
formers such as Bechet,
Coltrane, Grover, Shorter,
Bird, Miles, et al." On the
other hand, a Smooth jazz
fan shared this with me ...
"Smooth jazz is relaxing,
not intimidating.
The
music puts you in a mellow
mood. It’s a seductive,
nice confidant and sooth
ing music."
I personally like to
think of jazz as being an
"Open System". The con
cept of an "Open System"
is where lies the "Power of
Jazz". Straight-ahead and
Smooth jazz are but two
possible ways to use this
power in speaking JAZZ.
The debate about the dif
ferences in the two types of
jazz will be continued for
years and years, and we
still won’t be able to come
to any- agreeable solution
for both jazz camps. Thus,
since JAZZ is an art form
and, there are no limits to
art. Let’s allow our jazz
musicians, whether or not
they play Smooth or
Straight-ahead jazz, ample
latitude for their own
expressive voices, creating
moods that will allow us
JAZZ fans to just sit back
and enjoy! Let’s Keep Jazz
Alive!

lndie Black Film Festival Looks For Top
Talent To Enter 2004 Contest—-------------ATLANTA, Ga. - The
heart of African-American
cultural expression in the
South and home to thou
sands of highly successful
and progressive black men
and women in the arts and
entertainment industry—is
this year’s location for the
2004 Independent Black
Film Festival, January 2026 at Magic Johnson
Theatres.
In its first year, the
Independent Black Film
Festival was bom from the

need to provide more
authentic platforms to pro
mote and showcase the
incredible breadth and
depth of inventiveness and
creativity
within
the
African-American artist
community—from film
makers to composers, ani
mators to screenwriters.
IBFF will entertain and
educate the community,
while encouraging and
empowering
artists,
through a competitive
showcase of diverse and

provocative independent
features, animation, docu
mentaries, shorts, experi
mental, and new media
films.
Daymon Bradford and
Bill Moore are the creators
of the Independent Black
Film Festival. Daymon
Bradford’s artistry as an
animated
filmmaker/writer/editor along with
Bill Moore's artistic eye
and strong visual flair will
help
bring
"Black
Hollywood" to the city of

Atlanta.
The Independent Black
Film Festival is now
accepting entries for films,
screenplays
and
film
scores. For more details,
please visit www.indieblackfilm.com. Admissions
will be accepted until
October 31,2003.
So seize the moment.
Free your creativity. Be
part of black history in the
making.
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Tompo Bay Wekarses Back

Charter Amendment #1

Permanently Keeping Albert Whitted Airport Open Through
Additional Charter Restrictions

Should Albert Whitted Airport remain open forever by amending
the City Charter to require retention of the airport?
□ YES (FOR)

□ NO (AGAINST)

Charter Amendment #2

Supporting Albert Whitted Airport through Charter
Amendment Authorizing Council to Accept Future Restrictive
Governmental Grants
Shall Albert Whitted Airport be supported by amending the City
Charter to authorize City Council, without notice to surrounding
properties or referendum approval, to accept, by ordinance, grants
requiring twenty year assurances limiting property to airport uses?
(Note: The inability to accept grants could impact the City’s ability
to maintain the airport)
□ YES (FOR)

□ NO (AGAINST)

Charter Amendment #3

Creating waterfront park in place of airport use on at least half
of airport property

Shall the Charter be amended to: (1) create a new Waterfront Park,
replacing airport use by 2011, on at least half of Albert Whitted
property, including the entire waterfront perimeter; (2) require a plan
for the entire property, to be approved by supermajority Council vote
after full public participation, identifying park and, if any, nonpark
uses; (3) provide the sale or lease for more than five years of any
Airport property be subject to referendum? i
□ YES (FOR)

□

NO (AGAINST)

Charter Amendment #4

Charter Amendment providing for resolving conflicting Charter
Amendments receiving voter approval at the same election

Shall the City Charter be amended by creating a new section to
provide that when conflicting Charter amendments appearing on the
same ballot at the same election are approved by the voters, the
amendment receiving the greatest number of affirmative votes shall
prevail?
□

□ YES (FOR)

JiO (AGAINST)

Charter Amendment #5
Charter Amendment authorizing accepting perpetual restrictions
on park or waterfront property in exchange for grants

Shall the City! Charter be amended to allow City Council, without
notice to surrounding properties or referendum approval, to authorize,
by ordinance, accepting grant money which would place perpetual
restrictions on a Park or Waterfront property to park or recreational
uses, as defined by granting agency, provided the grant allows
transfer or cancellation of restriction if the City pays money that
could be an amount up to that necessary to purchase an equivalent
new park?
□ YES (FOR)

□

NO (AGAINST)

Charter Amendment #6
Charter Amendment deleting obsolete section ofthe City Charter

Shall City Charter Section 5.04(a) relating to qualifying periods for
City elections be amended to remove obsolete specific election time
periods for qualifying, and to authorize City Council to establish
qualifying periods for City elections by ordinance to accommodate
applicable requirements of the Pinellas County Supervisor of
Elections and applicable law?
□ YES (FOR)

□

NO (AGAINST)

Referendum #1

Twenty Year Lease of the St. Petersburg Tennis Center in
Bartlett Park

WOCACY

□ YES (FOR)

GROUP

□ NO (AGAINST)
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Notice is hereby given that a Special Municipal Referendum Election will be held in the City of St
Petersburg, Florida on Tuesday, November 4,2003, between the hours of7:00 o clock a.m. and 7o’clock p.m. AT THE POLLING PLACES DESIGNATED FOR THE GENERAL MUNICIPAL
ELECTION TO BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 4,2003, at which time there will be submitted to the
voters residing in said City for approval or disapproval the following:

Shall the City Council be authorized to approve an assignable lease
with the Tennis Foundation of St. Petersburg, Inc. for the
St. Petersburg Tennis Center in Bartlett Park for a period of up to
twenty years with the Foundation being given, upon authorization of
City Council, the authority to restrict, to tennis uses, the Tennis
Center for the term of the lease in exchange for grants?
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CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MUNICIPAL REFERENDUM ELECTION

|
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Only qualified electors shall be eligible to vote at said election, and each eligible voter must be
registered on lhe official registration books.
BY ORDER OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA.

ATTEST: Eva Andujar, City Clerk
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Legal Notice

SPORTS NEWS
LeBron James* Father Figure Got
$100,000 Loan__________________ -

LeBron
CLEVELAND (AP) A businessman lent the
father figure of LeBron
James $100,000 during the
James' last two years of
high school and a couple of
the checks went directly to
his mother, a newspaper
reported last Wednesday.
Businessman
Joe
Marsh told The Plain
Dealer that Eddie Jackson
asked for the money two
years ago to help support
James and his mother and
ft) pay for Jackson to travel
fee country to meet with
shoe company executives
on James' behalf before he
became
a
Cleveland
Cavaliers rookie.
Marsh, majority owner
of
Magic
Arts
&
Entertainment in Aurora,
said he didn't make the loan
with the intention of being
James' agent when he
turned professional. But he
said he did consider that it
could open doors for him in

James

other potential deals.
Ohio High School
Athletic
Association
spokesman Bob Goldring
said the loan "would raise
some red flags" but noted
that under OHSAA bylaws ,
no action can be taken 42
days after a state champi
onship. St. Vincent-St.
Mary won the last of its
three state titles during
James' tenure in March.
OHSAA commissioner
Clair Muscaro said he had
not seen the story and did
not know whether the asso
ciation would investigate
the loan.
Marsh said repayment
of the loan was due June 1,
but he has not received the
money.
James' agent Aaron
Goodwin said neither
James nor his mother,
Gloria, would have any
comment.
"We offered to pay
back the amount borrowed

plus interest on behalf of
Eddie Jackson," Goodwin
told the newspaper. "Joe
Marsh then threatened to
take this matter to the
media if an additional
amount was not paid, at
which time we stopped
communication."
Marsh, whose compa
ny represents magician
David Copperfield and pro
duces shows such as "Lord
of the
Dance"
and
"Grease," said he asked to
be paid an additional
$25,000 he said he loaned a
friend for a movie project
about James. He said he
later dropped that request.
Goodwin also had
requested that Marsh sign a
settlement agreement which included a clause
that Marsh keep the loan
confidential - before Marsh
was repaid, the newspaper
reported, citing documents.
Marsh refused to sign it. He
said he plans to file a law
suit against Jackson and
Gloria James.
"I just want my money
back," Marsh said. With
interest, Marsh said he is
owed $115,040.97.
Jackson went to prison
in January on a three-year
sentence for mortgage and
mail fraud. He declined to
speak to the newspaper
through the public informa
tion officer at a federal pen
itentiary in Loretto, Pa.
Marsh said he met
Jackson through a mutual

friend. Marsh said Jackson
asked for $100,000 to buy
James and his mother each
a car, to pay off her debt
and for travel money to
visit shoe companies.
Marsh said he gave
Jackson two checks total
ing $50,000 in July and
October of 2001 and then
began issuing monthly
checks for $2,500.
The final two checks,
dated April 23 and May 22
of this year, both were
endorsed with the signature
"Gloria James," copies of
the checks show.
Marsh said he did not
help with the purchase of a
Hummer H2 sport utility
vehicle that James' mother
purchased for her son's
18th birthday. The OHSAA
investigated the gift and
cleared James off any
wrongdoing for accepting
the $50,000 car. Gloria
James provided proof she
obtained a bank loan to buy
the vehicle.
James signed a $90
million contract with Nike
along with other endorse
ment deals.
Marsh acknowledges
James is not legally respon
sible for the loan, but
expressed anger that he has
not been repaid.
"I thought LeBron
should have been at my
house and gave me a hug
and handed me the money
when he got his first
check," Marsh said.

Getting lnto The Swing: Tips For
Learning The Game----------- -----------

(NAPSM)-Recent
studies show that the game
of golf has continued to

grow in popularity, particu
larly among people of
color. Golfs popularity
grew by 25 percent from
1995 to 2001, according to
reports issued by the
National Golf Foundation
(NGF), an industry leader
in analyzing the business of
golf. Included in this
growth was an 18.7 percent
increase among AfricanAmerican golf fans and a
5.6 percent increase among
Hispanics. In addition, fig
ures show that many of
these new players want to
take to the greens with their

best foot forward, with the
help of a few I introductory
lessons.
With morfe than three
million adults interested in
learning the game, accord
ing to NGF findings, golf
lessors have attracted a
renewed popularity and
practicality. New golfers
can benefit immensely
from professional lessons,
as properly learning the
fundamentals are the most
influential factors to impact
the enjoyment of the game.
Learning a proper swing,
grip, stance, posture, ball

Cornerback Could Face
Marijuana, Stolen Car Charges
Ifcll
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Juran Bolden
bv Georee Henrv
ATLANTA (AP)
Injured Atlanta Falcons
comerback Juran Bolden
was arrested and charged
with possession of marijua
na and driving a stolen
vehicle.

Bolden is on the physi
cally unable to perform list.
He had reconstructive knee
surgery after rupturing his
patella tendon in Atlanta's
20-6 playoff loss at
Philadelphia in January.
Police said the sport
utility vehicle that Bolden
was driving had been
stolen, and the license plate
didn't match the vehicle.
He had less than an ounce
of marijuana, said Atlanta
police Sgt. John Quigley.
"We're still trying to
gather as much information
as
we
can,"
team
spokesman Aaron Salkin
said. "Until then, we don't
have further comment."
The 29-year-old native
of Tampa, Fla., returned to

the league last year after
spending two seasons in
the Canadian Football
League.
Bolden finished with
41 tackles and tied for the
team lead with four inter
ceptions in 2002.
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Break aWay for a tasty Publix Deli Hot

Chicken Tender Sub. It all starts With a

freshly baked sub roll filled With juicy
chicken tenders double hand-breaded then
fried until light and crispy. Then add your

choice of fresh toppings and tangy BBQ,

buffalo or honey mustard sauce. This Publix

Deli exclusive raises the bar on delicious.

visit us at publix.com

Publix.

position and alignment will
make all the difference in
how fast new golferk learn
and enjoy the gaiye. In
choosing a golf instructor,
players should consider the
following:
• How long has the instruc
tor been teaching?
• Where did he train and
with whom?
• What are her certifica
tions or accreditation?
• What is his teaching phi
losophy?
• How does she continue to
improve her knowledge
and teaching abilities?

Buccaneers
Sign CB
Whitaker
To Practice
Squad----------The
Tampa
Bay
Buccaneers
announced
that they have signed CB
Ronyell Whitaker to the
practice squad.
Whitaker, who was
signed as an undrafted free
agent by the Buccaneers
on April 28, 2003, was
released on August 29,
2003 prior to the regular
season.
Whitakeij replaces/CB
Blue Adams, who was
signed to Jacksonville's
53-man active rosier on
October 8.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church----------

Lake Maggiore Baptist Trinity Presbyterian
Prayer Tower
Church------------------------- Church------------ ------------- C.O.G.I.C.----The mission of Lake
Maggiore Baptist Church is to
be a covenant fellowship:
Worshipping God, equipping
the believers, evangelizing
the lost and ministering effec
tively (Matthew 28:19-20).
We have a community
food pantry and clothes closet
that is a ministry of PRAY
sponsored by Lake Maggiore
Baptist
and
Southside
Tabernacle Baptist Church.
Upcoming ministries;
Oct. 16 - New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary
invites you to attend classes at
Pasadena Baptist Church, 635
- 64th St. S., St. Petersburg.
For registration and informa
tion, call (727) 345-6042.
Classes for lay people and
church workers Oct. 16-Nov.
13 on Thursdays. Course:
Effective Personal Bible
Study. Earn a certificate of
completion in 15 hours.
Oct. 16 - Bible-based
money management seminar
at Lake Maggiore Baptist
Church, 6-9 p.m. Dinner will
be served at 6 p.m. before the
session begins. There will be
three sessions on three con
secutive Thursdays - Oct. 16,
Oct. 23 and Oct. 30. This
Bible-based money manage
ment seminar will be a bless
ing to you and your family.
Mark your calendars to attend

these three powerful 2-1/2
hour sessions! Some subjects
to be covered include: 1.
Trusting God in financial life;
2. Understanding stocks and
bonds; 3. Should your toler
ance for risk change with
your age!; 4. Understanding
asset allocation; 5. What are
managed accounts?; 6. How
to choose the right mutual
fund; 7. The importance of
diversification; 8. The many
types of mutual funds; 9. The
power of tax deferral; and 10.
What God’s Word says about
tithing during your life and at
your death. Each person
attending the ( seminar will
receive a customized written
retirement income projection
showing how long your assets
should last during retirement.
This alone is worth the cost of
the course. Church contact:
Pastor Ron Fluker, (727) 8945315. Instructor: Paul D.
Hatfield, (727) 697-3736.
Oct. 25 - Community
health fair at Lake Maggiore,
10 a.m.- noon. We will offer
various health screenings
such as blood pressure, dia
betes, cholesterol, prostate
and sickle cell. We will also
provide activities for the kids
as well as educational infor
mation. This health fair is
sponsored by the Pinellas
County Health Dept.

The Men’s Association of
Trinity Presbyterian church
will host its annual Men’s
Day program on Sunday, Nov.
9, at 11 a.m.
This year’s speaker is
Attorney Darryl Rouson,
president of the local chapter
of NAACP. The public is
invited to join us in this cele-

bration.
Trinity is located at 2830
- 22nd Ave. S.
Refreshments will be
served following the service.
The interim pastor of Trinity
is Dr. Myron Miller, and
Michael Clarke is president of
the Men’s Association.

Paradigm of
Commitment is Focus
at Philadelphia——Children and Youth
Sunday at New Philadelphia
will be occasion to stress
importance of commitment
and follow-through as being
essential to Christian living.
Viewing older believers in
church family as spiritual pro
totypes will be focus of midmorning
proclamation.
Pastor will offer this exhorta
tion, as children and youth
carry out related praise and
worship services.
At conclusion of morning
worship, family and friends
will fellowship together
around a common meal. All
are invited to attend. Food
and hospitality ministries are
coordinating this activity.
Instead of food items, mem
bers are requested to bring

any supplies for a new bom
infant. Sunday is T-shirt or
casual dress day.
The CDC will hold a
two-day workshop this week
end. Members of this min
istry are requested to be pres
ent. On time arrival will
insure timely
dismissal.
These sessions are necessary
for future church implementa
tion plans and strategies.
Church anniversary min
istry is finalizing plans for
observing thirteenth year of
its existence. The women’s
ministry will also serve an
integral part in the fund-rais
ing gspect of this annual cele
bration. Church family is
expected to cooperate fully
with these ministries.

Calling All Youth...

Queen Street Church

TAMPA BAY - Calling
all youth ages 11-25 to audi
tion; for a youth community
choir, the "Jabez Generation."
Auditions will be held on
Saturday Oct. 25, from 9 a.m.

The Queen Street Church
Hospitality Group will have
their annual Fellowship Day
October 19 at 4 p.m. The All
Nations Church of God by
Faith will be our Guest. The

- 12 p.m. at the Norwood
Baptist Church 1818 29th
Ave. N. If you have any ques
tions, please contact Ivetha
Witherspoon at (727)3238588.

Pastor Johnnie Lee Williams
will be the speaker. Come
join us for this glorious time
in the Lord.

“Oh, give thanks to the
Lordfor He is good! Because
His mercy endures forever.”

(Psalms 118:1)
Supt. Elder Clarence
Welch and the Prayer Tower
C.O.G.I.C. church family
welcome you with open arms
to worship with us at any
time. We encourage your con
tinual patronage, love, fellow
ship and support of our
church.
Remember
that
Prayer Tower is the tower of
power, so you will be unique
ly blessed!
Mission itinerary:
The CWC is preparing
for their Women’s Retreat
Oct. 17-18. Please contact
Charolette Bryant, Laverne
Roberts or Connie Welch for
additional information. We
are encouraging all women of
Prayer Tower to please partic
ipate and, “let us enjoy the
Lord together in unity!”
! The tutorial program
started back on Sept. 8 and
will break on Dec. 9. It is ev
ery Monday and Wednesday
at the church* from 5:30-7:30
p.m.
Free S.A.T. preparation
classes will be given at the
church from 9:30 a.m.-12:30
p.m. every Saturday through
Nov. 14.
Prayer Tower Church of
God in Christ cordially
incites you to our 84th church
anniversary banquet dinner. It
will be held Saturday, Nov. 1,
at 5:30 p.m. at Tropicana
Field. Our special guest and

Elder A. P. Conage, Pastor

keynote speaker will be The
Honorable Judge Mablean
Ephriam from Divorce Court.
Tickets will be on sale at
Welch’s Accounting, 1601 16th St. S., Prayer Tower
Church of God in Christ, 1137
- 37th St. S., Readers Choice
Books and Gift Expressions,
4301 - 34th St. S. (Maxi
Mall),
Tampa
Christian
Supply, 1941 - 34th St. N„
and Fabulous Designs, (727)
821-4250.
Prayer Tower will have a
church visitation Oct. 10 to
Macedonia Freewill Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m. Choir #1
will sing.
Oct. 20-26 will be Prayer
Tower’s family week. The
schedule is as follows:
Monday,
home
prayer;
Tuesday, Youth in Action;
Wednesday, TBA; Thursday,
Bible Study; and Friday, fish

“Christians
better, not bitter. ”

becoming

The pastor, officers and
members of New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church
invite each and every one to
come and praise the Lord
with us. God is good to us, not
just now but always.
Sunday School begins at
9 a.m. with Brenda Adams in
charge. Parents - bring your
children and yourselves.
A spirit-filled devotion
begins at 10:15 a.m. with the
deacons of New Hope. The
New Hope Mass Choir will
render praise and worship
service. Our Minister of
Music is Tony Young, and he
is assisted by Vemard
McKinney. Choir directress is
Bobbie Tampa. The Bread of
Life will be served by Rev.
Carlos Senior.
The doors of New Hope

are open to everyone. “Come
let us worship the Lord
together in the beauty of holi
ness.”
'
Please join us on Sunday,
Oct. 26, for our annual Unity
Day. The speaker will be R?v.
Joseph Bacon. The theme vkill
be, “One Spirit and One
Hope”
(Ephesians 4:4).
Service time is 10:30 ahn.
Weekly events:
• Prayer meeting and Bi
ble Study, Tuesday at 6:30

p.m.
• Prayer Band, Thursday
at 11 a.m.
• Youth Choir rehearsal,
Thursday at 6 p.m.
• Mass Choir rehearsal,
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Upcoming events:
• Unity Day, Sunday, Oct.
26.
All are welcome to any
of these services.

fry.
The District YPWW
meeting will be in Bartow on
Oct. 25.
Neighbor-to-Neighbor
applications are now avail
able. Please see the church
secretary, Janika Hubbard, at
the church during office
hours.
Let us continue to pray
for our Sick and shut-in mem
bers. Pray and study the Word
of God constantly. If I be lift
ed up from the earth, I will
draw all men unto Me. Let
everything that has breath
praise the Lord!

GOD BLESS AMERICA

Bethel MetropoliTan
BaptisT Church ——
up in their favorite biblical
character and join us on
Wednesday, October 29 for
Holy ween. We will have
games, prizes, food and candy
Come and have lots of safe
fun.
Bethel Metropolitan is a
friendly family in Christ striv
ing to give a positive
Christian witness for 100
years. Unite us and share in
this Christian journey.

1
Bethel
Metropolitan
Baptist Church invites you to
join us on Sunday for their 8
and 11 a.m. Worship Services,
and Sunday School at 9:30
am; Wednesday evening at
6:30 p.m. for Prayer Service,
and 7 p.m. for Bible study.
The Male Ministry Ushers,
and Mass Choir will serve.
The Youth and Sunday
School Ministries invites the
children and adults to dress

Forget not the Lord and His
many blessings!

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Greater Light AMG Zion Church
1400 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 823-3611

Tuesday................ .......................Bible Study 7 p.m.
Friday............................ Evangelistic Service 7 p.m.
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Pastor Dr. Henry Jones

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

p
E
L
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GRACE

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.

O
service

W

Phone

Sunday School

S

(813) 328-9412

9:30 - 10:30

jj

Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30

1

Wed. - Pray 7:00

”

j

Bible Study 7:30

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

(727)896-5228

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

SJSJ5l3J3fSJ3OJ@I3J3ISl@JSlSJSI31SlSlSlSI3I3JSJ3JSI3J5J5Ji

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.
350137th. St. So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship
Bible Study (Monday)

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Church School.................................. 9am

Praise & Worship Service ,...l0:30am

Tuesday Services:

Prayer Service........... ................. 6:30pm

A ‘Woman After
(Jod’s
Own (Heart...

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Bible Study................. ;.....................7pm

Spiritualty Connected

Cadfor (Prayers &
‘Testimonies

Queen Street

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor
/Join us os we lift up the. name ofJesus

Church Of God In
1732 9th Avenue SOuth
St. Petersburg, FlOrida 33712
(727) 896-4356

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Ph: (727)821-3265

3850 Pompano Drive SE,
Coquina Key

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Ph: 865-9636

Pastor,

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Tuesday Bible Study
7:30 P.M. - Thursday Pastoral
Teaching

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

11:15 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Good Samaritan
Baptist Church

CoVenant
Baptist
Church

Joseph Bobby Reid

7:30 p.m. Wednesday
Bible Study

8:00 p.m. Wednesday
Sunday School

congregation would like to invite you and your
family to worship with us. Come as you arel

Ffie

Sunday Service ................... .....................................8:45 A.M.
Wednesday Bible Study ................... ..

6:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

Prayer (Wednesday)

6:30 p.m.

Sunday Worship

Prayer (Tues. & Thurs,) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

|Th¥ffeLTarTyllninaWi
Pastor

Prayer/Praise Service

Youth Bible Study (Tuesday)

Prayer (Sat.)

Sunday Services:

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie Mae (Howard
Cad: 727 895-5239

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

Sunday School

212Q - l9th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Ps. 127:1

CENTER

GRACE

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE

7:00 P.M.

“file Chnrck of Love, Hcaliijg apd Seatoratiog”

10:00 a.m.

6:00 a.m.

"All Are Welcome” • "Bring A Friend”

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a;m.
Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.

Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.
3037 - Fairfield Avenue south

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

t

Greater MT. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city”)

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

1301 -37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School . .......................... 9:30 a.m.
MorKing Worship .......... ............... 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............. . .5 p.m.
Evening Worship ..................... .6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday....................... ............. .. .7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One weeJ^from church matyes one weaUty’
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All Nations Church of God by Faith
After a blessed Sunday
School lesson, the Men’s
Fellowship led us into a
divine hour of devotional
praise and worship. We were
each adamant in giving God
the glory and the praise for all
His good to us. Elder C.
Williams, a true man of God,
eagerly came forth with a
message full of encourage
ment and inspiration for
God’s people. From Ezekiel
37:1-2, he stated, “God will
bring' you out of the valley.”
So many things happen
so suddenly in life, we must
be alert to keep our hands in
God’s hand, because there are
many valleys before us, and
only God can bring us out of
them. Each valley comes with
its own terrain - different
depths, widths, heights,
lengths, soils and textures’

and the purpose for each is to
bring us out of the valley and
to the place where we are
called to be of service to God
in bringing others to salvation
in the name of Jesus. We have
a choice to make - to stay in
the valley or to come out.
The Word of God said

that I (Jesus) am come that
you may have life and that
more abundantly, so the
choice should be one of ease to come out of the valley.
Jesus will not search for us
when He returns. We must be
out of the valley and standing
on our spiritual mountaintops
so that we can be caught up
with Him. Our preparation
time is now. We have no
promise of tomorrow, no idea
of what lies ahead. So, now is
the time to allow God to bring
you out of the valley. Amen.
Amen. Amen!
Pastor Garrison conclud
ed the day’s service with the
reminder that there has to be a
shaking on the inside. To look
good on the outside is an easy
task - just go shopping. But,
how do we look on the
inside? The old dirty man will
still rule your house until you
let the spirit of God move in
and shake things up.
We need to venture into
. our secret closets and tarry
there until God pulls all of the
dirty linen out and shakes you
up and makes you clean as He
said He would in Ezekiel

36:26. When our heart is
stirred within, we become
submissive and repentive, and
the shaking up begins. Then
we can be sure that we are
cleansed from all unright
eousness.
As we turn to God in
prayer, we learn to trust Him
and believe that we are His,
and He is ours, and the devil
in hell can’t come against us
as long as we call on the name
of the Lord. In essence, we
must let the Holy Ghost come
in and shake us up. Amen.
Amen. Amen!
The baptism of three
souls last Saturday was an
awesome blessing for all, and
during last Sunday’s, service
to the Lord, He added two
souls to the fold, and two
souls renewed their relation
ship with Him. Thank you,
Lord.
We give thanks to God
for all His goodness and for
every blessing to us, and we
pray God’s richest blessings
upon each of you in the name
of Jesus. From the hearts of
Pastors J. and J. Williams.

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO
YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

Pentecostal Temple
C.O.G.I.C.--------------Sunday School classes
were exciting as the students
studied
God’s
Word.
Wonderful revelations were
given as students spoke on
the
scripture
lessons.
Students are encouraged in
their spiritual and secular
education. Sunday School
Superintendent Missionary
Daisy Lawson applauded and
encouraged the youth to
strive for and maintain aca
demic excellence. Deaconess
Barbara Stockton awarded
monetary gifts earned for
each “A” received on their
report cards.
Family and friends gath
ered for our youth day serv
ice. Deborah Flanagan, O.D.,
P.A., was the guest speaker
with a very profound mes
sage from the theme, “A
Vision for Life.’’ She told the
youth that God has a plan for
their lives and is raising up
young people with purpose
and vitality. However, in
order for them to enter into
all that God has planned for
them, they must have a spiri
tual vision for their lives
(Jeremiah 1:4-12, I Samuel
3:1-3 and Jeremiah 29:1113).
. She said that the river of
God’s power would not flow
into a spiritual void, because
they are too busy to read His
Word. Pray and listen for His
voice. They must have an

S1S1M
ChrisT Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

intimate relationship with
Him, and He will reward
them with fulfilled, peaceful,
loving, joyful lives. Her mes
sage concluded with prayer
for the youth from Ephesians
1:17-19 and a verbal declara
tion of their desire to seek
God for His vision for their
lives.
The Evangelistic Service
was highlighted by the testi
mony of a young man who
had been contemplating sui
cide but was spared by the
mercy of God. The message
of the evening through
Missionary Susie Holcombe
reminded us to always
remember to tell the Lord
“Thank you” for His many
blessings.
Upcoming services for
pastor’s anniversary: Sunday,
Oct. 19, 7 p.m., Elder Willie
J. Matheney and East Lake
C.O.G.I.C.; Tuesday, Oct. 21,
7:30 p.m., Elder Willie Sands
and Zion Temple Holiness;
and Friday, Oct. 24, 7:30
p.m., Elder Scott Dixon and
Reach
the
Unreach
C.O.G.I.C. The climax ser
vice will be on Sunday, Oct.
26, at 11:30 p.m.

Prayer
Works!

327-0997

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

1

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

L.

1

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

Baptist Training Unions p.m.

SB

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

GeneraI Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

r

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

PRAYER TIMES

Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

Union Foreign Association
AnnuaI Session----------------Union Foreign Mission
ary Baptist Association will
hold its 94th Annual Session
Oct. 21-25. The Rev. Willie
D. McClendon, Jr., and the
Shiloh Missionary Baptist
Church will be the meeting
site.
Services will begin on
Tuesday, Oct. 21, with an 11
a.m. worship service by the
Rev. Willie McDaniel and the
Mt. Olive M.B.C. of Largo.
New moderator, the Rev.
Fleming Tarver, will officially
open
the
session
on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. Last
year’s host pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Frank O’Harroll, and the
New Bethel Baptist congrega
tion of Winter Haven will be
in charge of the 7 p.m. serv
ice.

Additional services will
be held each night beginning
at 7:30 p.m. Auxiliary work
shops will begin at 8 a.m. on
Thursday and Friday.
Installation of the new
moderator will be held during
a
special
program
on
Thursday at 7 p.m. at which
time moderator Tarver will
present his first annual mes
sage to the body.
The Association’s youth
session will be held Saturday,
Oct. 25, beginning at 9 a.m.
Shiloh Missionary Bap
tist Church is located at
13255 - 118th Way N„ Largo,
phone (727) 585-9080.
The public is cordially
invited to come worship with
us during this time.

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy

H
1

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School ................... 9:00 A.M.
New MeTnber Class........... 9:00A.M.
Mot ni ng Wors hip............... 10:30A.M.

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

9

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class..................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship .................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible, Class Monday.......... .. . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .. ............... 5:00 p.mMonday Evening Bible Class ... ............ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

Pentecostal Tcipplc Church of God ip Christ
a

"We're Busy as BeesBut Sweet As Honey"

4100 Ur. Martin Luther King
Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

support the Sons of Allen in
this endeavor. Remember one
persons 'junk' could be anoth
er's treasure!
Hoping to see everyone
at church Sunday morning,
Oct. 19, at the little white
church on Mondon Hill (now
known as "Holy Ghost
Headquarters") where LOVE
MAKES THE DIFFER
ENCE.
May God continue to
bless each and every one of
you.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Friendship

Tuesday Night

TUESDAY

"Footprints in the Sands of
Time" was enjoyed by all.
The YPD'ers, led by Sis.
Sarah Bennett, also presented
gifts to Pastor and Sis.
Lowery.
COMING EVENTS:
On Saturday, Oct. 18, the
yard sale which had to be
postponed, will take place on
the church grounds, begin
ning around 7:30 a.m., until 1
p.rn. Bro. Larry Chesteen is
imploring the members to
clean out their closets and

5 ■ M ■ Cl rfail rfoi TR4

Sunday SchooI ..................... ..

SUNDAY

W3F

AHflL
VE
7^,

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
^1 (727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
i3%l
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

N Morning Glory
J Sunday School
Morning Worship
i Community Bible Study
j Prayer & Bible Study

^*40

lntercessory Prayer

Sunday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

9:30
10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

“A. church working togetherfor the up6ui(ding of Qod’s kingdom"

Prayer / Esible Study .Tuesday 7:00 PM.

Youth Bible Study .. Thursday 6:00 PM.
Pastor Ronald Fluker
and wife, Shana

Sunday School...................... ................................ 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship............................................. ...11:00 a.m.

Sunday Night Disciple Training..................... 6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night Worship.......................................7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study...... ................ 7:00 p.m.

A Cooperative Southern Baptist, Multi-Cultural

Church, Everyone Welcome!

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

ST. PETERSBURG, FL
PHONE: 323-7518

Traveler’s Rest

Rev. Wayne

Missionary BaPtist
Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday SchpoI...................... 9:30 a m
Ffcyer/Praise Service (Weds.) Rev. DonaId
F. Browne

WW" " ' ' / I

IfIK- *

NN'

■

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.

955 - 20th Street SOuth
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
PhOne: 894-4311

Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

www.mzprogressive.org

AWANA - 7:00 P.M

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

"Church of The Open Door -

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Centennial Celebration"
"100 Years of God’s Favor"

2003

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Thompson, Pastor

SUNDAY SCHOOL - 9:30 A.M.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist FamiLY

5rl-Vl

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

G.

Morning WorshIp - 11:00 a.m.

3455 26th Avenue South

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
3144 Third Avenue South

John A. Evans
Minister In Training

1903

GREETINGS:
Pastor
Lowery and first lady, Sis.
Lowery thank the Mt. Zion
Mondon Hill Church family
for the appreciation/pre-conferenee program, planned by a
committee of the Steward
Board.
At 9:30 a.m., the church
school lesson led by Supt.
Calvin Lawson, and taught by
Sis. Fairella Cook — subject,
"Being a Good Example."
was enjoyed by all.
Then at 11 a.m., after a
beautiful processional led by
the 'first couple of Mondon
Hill', the Rev. Clarence Clark,
Associate Pastor of Shiloh
Baptist Church, Brooksville,
along with the Rev. Rivers,
and the Shiloh praise team
and some of the members,
came out to surprise the pas
tor. The service was spiritual
ly uplifting, The mass choir,
led by Sis. Cook sang some of
the pastor's favorite songs,
and a beautiful solo rendered
by Sis. Jacqueline Mack
"Remember Me" set the tone
for Rev. Clark to preach. He
preached from 2 Chron. 7:14;
sermon text was "There's Got
to Be a Change!
Rev.
Langley from. Lake City was
visiting with the Rev. Clark,
and worshipped with us .
Sis. Sillar Townsend
blessed us with a poem which
she had written for Rev. and
Mrs. Lowery, along with a
song. Another poem by one
of the members of Shiloh,

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

727-894-5315 • Fax: 727-894-5315
Email:
wwwJakemaggiore c@vahoo.com

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
(BROOKSVILLE, FL.)

Murphy, Sr.

Are you doing what God wants you to do?
Need your Ministry Degree or Ordination?
Call Us Today!

DPI IfilOUS NEWS continues
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Pope Meets With a President and the
Public Following Gloomy Media Reports
About Health----------- ----------------- ---------------

Women of The Rock of Jesus M.B. Church
1 st Annual City-Wide Women’s Conference
The Rock of Jesus Mis
sionary Baptist Church will
have its First Annual city
wide Women’s Conference
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 17
and 18, at its worship site,
Covenant
Presbyterian
Church, 4201 Sixth St. S. The
Rev. Frank Peterman, Jr., is
pastor, and the assistant pastor
is the Rev. Peggy Peterman.
The conference theme is,
“Holy Spirit, Rain Down on
Us: Women in Renewal.” The
two-day conference will begin
7 p.m., Friday, Oct. 17, with a
praise and worship service
■ featuring two local gospel
groups - Tribe and Vessels of
Praise.
A healing service, con
ducted by Minister Johnnie R.
Pierce of the Rock of Jesus
Church and Apostle Clarice
Pennington
of
Greater
Morningstar
Missionary
• Baptist Church, Tampa, will
be held immediately after the
praise and worship service.

Cheryll Williams
One of the speakers,
Cheryll Williams, a native of

St. Petersburg, is the producer
and senior editor of the
“March of Faith” television
series hosted by Bishop P.A.
Brooks of Detroit, Mich., and
the “Faith to Faith” television
broadcast airing across the
country via Christian Televis
ion Network.
She is the administrator
and member of the Board of
Directors of Faithe Brooks
Ministries. Faithe Brooks
Ministries conducts weekly
Bible studies in the metro
Detroit area encouraging its
students to rise up and go for
ward in faith, bi-annual Word
seminars, conferences and
workshops across the United
States.
Her ministry is commit
ted to teaching .the body of
Christ, the principles of walk
ing in the integrity of the
Word of God and developing
the character of Jesus via the
ministry of the Holy Spirit in
their daily lives.
Ministry Williams is a
graduate of Oral Roberts Uni
versity, Grace Fellowship
School of the Local Church,
Tulsa, Okla., and Rhema
Bible Training Center, Broken
Arrow, Okla.
Another speaker, Elder
Ayakao M. Watkins, was
drafted into the army of the
Lord in March of 198 6 to
become.a soldier of the cross.
She carries out her marching
orders at Victory Christian
Center Church, where her
captain is Pastor Claude S.
Williams.
In 1994, after much

Ayakao M. Watkins
struggle, Ayakao accepted her
call to teach and preach God’s
Word when the spirit of the
Lord asked three times,
“Lovest thou Me...feed My
sheep.” She was ordained on
Nov; 10,2001.
She serves in other lead
ership positions in her church,
such as: elder in charge of
education ministry, women’s
ministry, singled ministry,
wedding ministry and the
Board of Directors.
God
has
enlarged
Ayakao’s territory, and she is
often called upon to teach and
preach the Word both in her
local church and throughout
the state of Florida. In 2002,
the Lord asked Ayakao to
organize
a
county-wide
women’s conference entitled,
“It’s All About Jesus.” This
conference crossed all racial,
ethnic and denominational
lines and was held in St.
Petersburg where almost 500
women attended.
Ayakao holds a Masters
of Science Degree from
Florida State University in

public administration and a
Bachelors Degree in sociolo
gy from Spelman College in
Atlanta, Ga. She is executive
director of the Greenwood
Community Health Resource
Center. However, Ayakao’s
most rewarding job has been
her full time work in the min
istry of Jesus Christ .
Saturday, Oct. 18, the
program begins with a circle
of prayer led by Rev. Keturah
Pittman, pastor of St. Mark
A.M.E. Church and a conti
nental breakfast beginning at
8:30 a.m;
Sessions will be held for
married women and single
women and mothers.'A lunch
eon will be served at 12:30
p.m.
Women are welcome
from all denominations from
around the city in this spiritfilled, God-filled two-day
conference as they learn how
to allow the Holy Spirit to
.operate in their lives.
Registration will take
place in Friday and Saturday’s
sessions or you may call (727)
895-7700 or (727) 822-7672
for further information.

Pope John Paul
bv Frances D'Emilio
VATICAN CITY (AP) Pope John Paul met with the
president of East Timor and
greeted Italian pilgrims after

the Vatican spokesman denied
Italian news reports that the
pontiff was having dialysis.
John Paul has been ailing
for years with Parkinson's dis
ease and knee and hip ail
ments.
The AGI news agency
Friday night reported that
doctors were considering
dialysis to prevent his kidneys
from being overburdened by
medicine.
But a Vatican official said
that there was "nothing new
that is alarming" about the 83year-old pope's health and
insisted there was no need for
dialysis, which does the job
kidneys do in healthy people - remove waste products,
including toxins, from the
blood.
Vatican
spokesman

Joaquin Navarro-Vails denied
an Italian news report that the
pope was currently undergo
ing dialysis.
John Paul spent about 15
minutes in private talks with
Xanana Gusmao, president of
East Timor, a largely Roman
Catholic
country
which
became independent last year
from predominantly Muslim
Indonesia.
"Thank you very much
for your visit," the pontiff,
speaking English, told his
guest at the end of their talks.
John Paul also met with
one of Holy See's diplomatic
•envoys before heading to the
Vatican's
auditorium
to
address the pilgrims, who
came from Sardinia.
Beginning in a strong
voice, he thanked the pilgrims

for coming. His greeting
included a special word "for
those who are sick, elderly;
alone and all those in difficul
ty."
As he went on, some of
his words were slurred.
The
progression
of
Parkinson's, a neurological
disease, has been steadily tak
ing its toll on the pope, who in
recent months has only rarely
been seen standing in public
and who has increasing diffi
culty in enunciating his
words.

GOD
BLESS

Travelers’ Rest Missionary Baptist
Church--------------------------------------------—
Pastor
D.
Franklin
Browne and the Travelers’
Rest Church family welcome
all visitors and friends to wor
ship service this Sunday as we
give praises to our God.

Jesus
Saves

“Let Your light so shine
before men, that they may see
Your good works and glorify
Your Father in heaven.”
(Matthew 5:16)
We welcome you to worship/fellowship services at 8
a.m., contemporary; 9:30
a.m., Sunday School; and 11

a.m.,
traditional.
Proc
lamation of the Word will be
preached by Pastor Browne.
Members of the Deacon
esses Ministry are reminded
of their attendance at the First
Annual Women’s Conference
on Friday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m.,
and Saturday, Oct. 18, at 8:30'
a.m. The contact person is
Lueveme Boykins.
Please
support
the
Southwest District Fellowship
of Full Gospel on Sunday,
Oct. 19,4 p.m. at Fort Desoto

Park. Pastor Browne will be
speaking;
Scheduled weekly activi
ties:
Thursday, Oct. 16-11
a.m., Mid-Day Bible Study
and nursing home visitation; 7
p.m.,
Konsonant
Choir
rehearsal.
Saturday, Oct. 18 - 9
a.m., Praise Team rehearsal;
10 a.m., Christian,Education
Ministry meeting.
Wednesday, Oct. 22 - 7
p.m., Intercessory Prayer;

7:30-8:30 p.m., Bible Study.
If you are new to the area
or . seeking church mem
bership, we welcome you to
join our fellowship.
Needing transportation?
Contact the church office at
(727) 822-4869.
Congratulations to Mar
cus Vaughn on his recital on
Friday, Oct. 17, at the Enoch
Davis Center at 7 p.m. We are
proud of Marcus’.musical tal
ent and his accomplishments.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Every Word of God is pure: He is a shield unto them
that put their trust in Him. Proverbs - 30:5
Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance
—“ The Church Where The Anointing Makes
wSWr
The Difference"

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.
Church School & Prayer
9 aan.
Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 p.m.
Cultural Arts Programs After School

l

Mon., Wed., Friday - 6:00pm - 8:00pm
Free Registration
For more information, contact
Deborah R. Green, Executive Director.
at: (727) 821-9472

26115th, Ave. ’ St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Church Phone: (727) 323-3210
Pastor’s Office: (727) 895-9591

Rev. Constance D. Samuels - Pastor

Bus ministry provided for a 1 services • K)«r presence is welcomed

Unity Temple Of Truth
enuren
Sunday Morning Study............10:00 AM
Morning Worship......................11:00 AM
Rev. Emily Gillespie, Guest Minister
(The Church Of The Daily Word)

-wj

All Nations Church of
God By Faith

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
.......................7:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
................. 9:15 a.m.
Sunday SchooI
Mid-Morning Worship........... ................. 1 0:50 a.m.
Baptist Training union ..............5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship.............. Wednesday 7:00 pm.
.Thursday 7:30 ptri.
BibIe Study/Prayer Service
Come join us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

30C10 - 4th Avenue S. • St.
Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

*

&

|
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The Reverend Doh A. Gaskin, Pastor

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry .......... j ............. ...... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry .......... ............................................................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry ........................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry
................................................................................ Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

i

1500 W. PennsyIvania Avenue
Clearwater, Honda 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Fcrsonaae: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services

1
j

Sunday Service ....................................
Sunday School......................................
Morning Worship ................................
Baptist Trainina Union .........................

........................... 8:00 a.m
........................... 9:30 a.m
. .......................11:00 a.m
.............5:00 ein

Tuesday Bible Class............................... 8 p.m.
Friday Tory Service............................... 8 pm.
Saturday Sabbath School ...... 11 am

■ Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prcyer Meeting & Bible Study. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

The cfiurcfi where everybody is somebody and Christ is aff.

Weekly Services

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

St. Joseph Church

2051 - 9th Avenue South,
St Petersburg, FL 33712
CIifford F. Cannedy, Sr., Pastor
. (813) 822-2455

. Church School....... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.
3 T.U ...
, 5-00 p m
Evening Worship
e" p.m
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class......... 7.30 p.m.

JCeftr ^PhiIaitelphta Community Church

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

St. John Missionary Baptist Church

8

Sunday School...................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................. 11 a.m.
SufilfeSftj Night Worship...................................... 7pin.

‘

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

yli

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 aan.

Wednesday Youth
RehearsaI............... 5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
SchooI Study
. 7.30 pm
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR
Choir RehealsaI....11:00‘a.m.

Prayer Tower Church 0£ God In Christ

Trarlitirmnl

11
o m
JLJL CL.AX.

STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

EPISCOPAL

1135 37th Street South, St.
PeTe ,FL

Church

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

Elder Clarence We Ich, Pastor

Sunday Schoo110 a.m.
Morning Sefvice 11:30 a.m.
YPWW5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 o.m.

,

“The Church Where Everybc)dy Is Somebody”

Rev. Joseph Gordon

lit

11 Prescott Street South

j

Early Morning Worship........... ............ ..... . ...7:00 a.m.
9:30. am.
Sunday School......................................... ..............
Morning Worship..................................... ......................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...................... . .......................... 4:30 p.m.
Communion....................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bil )le Study
Wednesdays........................................... ........................7:30 p.m.

NL-

prS

LX"1"’ ,

<5

(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

1 NN'
1

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Phillipians 3 :14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

<
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NATIONAL NEWS
Honoring African American
Achievement in Journalism

Trailblazer Finally Takes Place at University of
Virginia------------ —----------------------------------- ------- —

L-R: Frank Fountain, Chrysler Group Senior Vice President, Government
Affairs; Tim Lacy, son of Sam Lacy; John “Jake” Oliver, publisher of the
Baltimore and Washington Afro-American newspapers and Chairman of the
NNPA Foundation.
The Chrysler Group end and acknowledged the Fame in July 1998 and the
recently partnered with the importance of diversity first African-American in
National Newspaper Pub during the annual confer ductee into the Maryland
lishers
Association ence of the Congressional Media Hall of Fame.
(NNPA) to celebrate the Black Caucus in Wash
In addition to the hon
life and contributions of the ington, D.C.
or, the DaimlerChrysler
late Sam Lacy, former
Lacy was the first Fund donated $10,000 to
sports editor of the Afro African-American member the NNPA Foundation to
American newspapers for of the Baseball Writers’ establish a sports journal
nearly 60 years.
Association - he was ism scholarship in Lacy's
Chrysler Group hon inducted into the writer’s memory.
ored the sports-writer leg- wing of the baseball Hall

of

Rev. Jesse Jackson Honored

CHARLOTTESVILLE,
Va. (AP) - When Alice
Jackson Stuart sent a hand
written letter to the admin
istrators who rejected her
application to the Uni
versity of Virginia in 1935,
she became one of the ear
liest but least-known pio
neers of the civil rights
movement.
Stuart was the first
black ever to apply to the
university founded by
Thomas Jefferson, and
scholars say her gutsy
move paved the way for
legislation that paid for
blacks to attend out-ofstate professional schools
and, 15 years later, the
admission of blacks to
U.Va.
“If s a tribute to people
like her who tried and
failed that I am here,” said
Julian Bond, chairman of
the National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People and a histo
ry professor at the school.
In the university's letter
to Stuart, administrators
said she was rejected
because of the state's long
standing segregation laws
and for “other good and
sufficient reasons not nec
essary to be hfcrein enumer
ated.”
Stuart wrote back, ask
ing them to elaborate. They
never did.
She went on to earn her
master's degree outside the
state and became a college

Alice J. Stuart
professor. Now, her person
al essays, speeches and
papers, including her corre
spondence with U.Va.,
have been donated to the
university by her only
child, Massachusetts Su
perior Court Judge Julian
T. Houston.
Houston said several
universities, including Tu
lane and Emory, were inter
ested in the collection after
his mother died in 2001 at
the age of 88. But he saw a
“certain poetic justice” in
having the 30 boxes of
papers, speeches and re
search files at U.Va.
The papers represent
“not just a history of the
university, but history of
the South and history of the

U.S.,” said Michael Plun
kett, director of the li
brary's special collections
section.
The school already had
newspaper articles and uni
versity and NAACP docu
ments about Stuart, said
U.Va.
historian
Scot
French, who helped obtain
the papers. “What we didn't
have was her perspective
on all of this,” he said. “We
didn't have her words.”
Stuart is a little-known
figure in the civil rights
movement because of her
modesty, her son said. She
would refer to her rejection
by U.Va., but seldom gave
details.
“She didn't seek pub
licity or promote herself.

She was very private,”
Houston said.
But when her applica
tion, and rejection, were
publicized by the universi
ty and the NAACP, she was
thrust into the middle of an
uproar. The 22-year-old
daughter of a Richmond
pharmacist received threat
ening letters and phone
calls.
A Richmond TimesDispatch editorial in Sep
tember 1935 stated, “it is
essential for the well-being
of the white race and also
for that of the colored race,
that the two be educated
separately.”
Her cause was taken up
by NAACP lawyer Thurgood Marshall, who would
later become the first black
U.S Supreme Court justice.
Less than a year later, the
state legislature voted to
pay tuition and travel ex
penses for blacks to attend
out-of-state
graduate
schools.
A U.Va. researcher
found that Stuart was
among 400 black students
who received the money.
Some became doctors, law
yers and university presi
dents.
When she applied to
U.Va., Stuart had a bache
lor's degree from Virginia
Union University in her
hometown of Richmond
and graduate-level credits
from Smith College. At the
time, Virginia had no grad-

uate schools for blacks.
“I thought that certain
ly as a taxpayer I would be,
should be, eligible for
attending the university,”
Stuart said in a transcript of
a 1987 interview.
Stuart got her graduate
degree in English at
Columbia University and
went on to teach at
Bethune-Cookman Col
lege, Howard University
and Rutgers University.
In 1950, the tuition
supplement was ruled un
constitutional. That year,
U.Va. admitted its first
black student.
Forty years later, Stuart
spoke at an awards banquet
for black students at U.Va.
In her speech, which is in
the collection, she said that
the invitation left her with
“a sense of great joy and
long reminiscences. ... We
share together.”
Retired U.Va. history
professor Paul Gatson, who
is writing a history of the
school, met about 35 of
Stuart's relatives at a recent
luncheon to honor her.
They include doctors,
lawyers, corporate execu
tives and Ivy League stu
dents.
“It wasn't just Alice
Jackson that was turned
down,” Gatson said. “It
was all of these people,
too.”

Airport Renaming Stirs Simmering Tensions
of New Atlanta vs. Old Black vs. White-------"Parennial Strategy Group's Lamell McMorris delivers $20,000 check to
Citizenship Education Fund. With McMorris from left to right are'Ron
Richardson, executive vice president of the Il.E.R.E. Union; the Rev. Jesse
Jackson; and the Rev. Grainger Browning, Pastor Ebenezer AME Church, Ft.
Washington, Md.
WASHINGTON, DC
(AFRICAN AMERICAN
NEWSWIRE) - The Pe
rennial Strategy Group,
working with the Rainbow
Push Coalition, honored
civil rights leader the Rev.
Jesse L. Jackson at a recep’
tion that raised money for
the Citizenship Education
Fund.
Lamell
McMorris,
head of the Perennial
Strategy Group, presented
Rev. Jackson with a check
for $20,000 to the Citizen
ship Education Fund, a pol
icy organization advocat
ing for public policy initia
tives that impact on poor
and low income Ameri
cans. The reception was
held during the Congres
sional Black Caucus annu
al conference.
“We are pleased to
make this contribution, and

host this event for such a
worthy cause as the Citi
zenship Education Fund,”
Mr. McMorris said. “The
Citizenship
Education
Fund plays a major role in
advocating for the voice
less in our society. They
empower Americans who
have no other representa
tives at the table.”
In praising the Rev.
Jackson, Mr. McMorris
said, “He has spent his life
advocating on behalf of the
powerless in our society.
We are proud to' stand
beside him in this new fight
to build the Citizenship
Education Fund into an
organization that will
improve the quality of life
in rural and urban America
for those that our political
system often leaves be
hind.”
Russell Ewert, chair

man of the Citizenship
Education Fund Board of
Trustees, thanked Mr.
McMorris for the contribu
tion.
“With the help of peo
ple like Lamell McMorris,
the Citizenship Education
Fund will continue to give
a voice
the voiceless in
our society,” Mr. Ewert
said. “We will continue to
shape public policy. We
will continue to help build
an America that provides
opportunities for people of
color, and all races.”
The Rev. Jackson also
praised the organization’s
mission, saying, “The
Citizenship • Education
Fund empowers citizens
who need strong adyocates.
They are helping to bring
opportunity and equality to
all Americans.” 1

Mfume

racial discrimination.
Limbaugh,
who

McNabb

from front pg.

checked into a drug rehab

on Friday, had said that

to

bv Doug Gross
Mayor Hartsfield fathered
Associated Press Writer
aviation in Atlanta,” said
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP)- distant cousin Dale Harts
A push to add the name of field, who has served as the
former Mayor Maynard family's spokesman.
Jackson to the title of this
“A hyphenated name
city's sprawling airport pits will water down the honor
the legacy of two popular for both men,” he said.
mayors against each other “The Hartsfield family
and has reignited simmer does not have a problem
ing tensions of new Atlanta with honoring Mayor Jackvs. old, black vs. white.
son. Atlanta should honor
The change seems al him. But why take away an
most certain. Two-thirds of honor that was bestowed
Atlanta's 15 city council on Mayor Hartsfield?”
members gave tentative
The effort to put
approval earlier this month Jackson's name on the air
to a moniker that may be as port began almost immedi
busy as the air hub itself - ately after his death in
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta June.
International Airport.
Jackson, who became
Much of the opposition the first black mayor of a
leading up to the Oct. 20 major Southern city in
vote is coming from the 1973, oversaw a $500 mil
heirs of current airport lion expansion of the air
namesake William B. port that was completed
Hartsfield, the city's long both on time and under
est-serving mayor who as a budget.
councilman in the 1920s
A petition in favor of
was instrumental in select putting Jackson's name on
ing a blackberry patch the airport received more
south of town as the origi than 50,000 signatures.
nal site for the airport.
“This has never been
“Plain and simple, just about what I wanted,”

because the media wanted
a black quarterback to suc
ceed.

1,700 branches nation-

<727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

ly, Japan and Korea.

Mfume cited the recent

iments of Rush Limgh regarding Philadel-

i Eagles quarterback
lovan McNabb as an

mple

of

continuing

tjx

1937 to 1940, and again
from 1942 to 1961, ended
his reign in office by open
ing what was at the time
the largest single terminal
in the nation.
After Hartsfield's death
in 1971, Mayor Sam Massell pushed to rename the
airport for him. It was offi
cially dubbed William B.
Hartsfield Atlanta Inter
national Airport in 1980.
He noted a batch of
Atlanta streets that bore the
names of Confederate gen
erals before being renamed
- sometimes for civil rights
era leaders - and the declin
ing attention paid to holi
days like Lincoln's birth
day and the World War Iinspired Armistice Day.
“You do things like this
for people who have made
a major contribution, but
over time the significance
of those contributions may
begin to pale,” Bullock
said. “People who were
active at the time leave the
scene, retire or die. It warns
you that all fame is fleet
ing.”

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

sing. The NAACP now

e, as well as in Ger-

for Jackson.
But Franklin, who is
black and once served in
Jackson's administration,
opted to break with the
commission, becoming one
of the first elected officials
to push for the hyphenated
Hartsfield-Jackson name.
She said the name
“Hartsfield-Jackson Atlan
ta International Airport”
would be an honor to both
mayors and “a compromise
in the finest Atlanta tradi
tion.”
Name changes have
actually not been anything
new to Atlanta's airport,
which currently ranks be
hind Chicago's O'Hare
among the world's busiest,
bringing in 77 million trav
elers and nearly $19 billion
in business to the region
each year.
The airport was origi
nally called Candler Field
in 1925 because the site
was leased from Coca-Cola
owner Asa Candler. Even
tually it became Atlanta
Municipal Airport. Harts
field, who served from

was overrated

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

AIDS, education and

said widow Valerie Jackson. ’’This has been about
Atlanta and Maynard's leg
acy."
But some Jackson supr
porters drew criticism for
briefly pushing to scrap
Hartsfield's name entirely
and framing the issue in
overtly racial terms.
“This really shouldn't
be about what the white
business
establishment
would allow,” state Rep.
“Able” Mable Thomas, a
former city council mem
ber, said at a public forum.
“It's really what the
strength of the AfricanAmerican community will
allow. What will we stand
for?”'
Mayor Shirley Frank
lin, responding to one of
the first public controver
sies of her nearly two years
in office, appointed a com
mission to study the best
ways to honor Jackson.
The 17-member com
mission
recommended
keeping the airport's cur
rent name, but naming a
new, $982 million terminal

SCOTTIE
Bail Bonds

2523 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, Fi. 33711

(787)383-1110
V Fax (7871 387-B83S

Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
10 - 50 % OFF SELECTED ITEMS
Plain Baseball Caps - Buy 1 Get 1 FREE
Negro League Jerseys (Limited Supply)
Men's UrbanlHip-Hop Wear
Reg. Hours: Tues. - Sat. 11AM - 7 PM
Friday Hours: 11AM - 12:30PM - Reopen at 3PM - 7PM
Sunday and Monday by Appointment

1047 62nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
Skyway Plaza • (727) 867-1338

'• Egyptian Musk
Custom Blended Fragrances
Many More!
•Dread Caps/Headbands
• Jewelry/Assessories
•Natural Hair Braiding
& Locking
•African Ethnic Attire
•Incense, Oils, Black Soap,
African Shea Butter....More!!!
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Top Opposition Leader Emerges from
House Arrest in Sudan —--------------------- —
will continue working for
the same principles for
which I was arrested:
democracy, freedom of expression and human
rights."
A former top ally of
Sudanese President Omar
el-Bashir, Turabi was the
main architect of the Is
lamic fundamentalist gov
ernment set up in the

KHARTOUM, Sudan
(GIN) - Last Monday, gov
ernment
officials
an
nounced that they would
pardon Hassan Turabi, a
hard-line Islamic leader
and top opposition figure,
after more than two years
under house arrest.
As he emerged from
his home in the capital city,
Turabi told supporters: "I

1990s. But in 1999, the two
had a falling out; el-Bashir
accused Turabi, the speaker
of parliament, of trying to
grab power and stripped
him of his position. He has
been, under house arrest
since May 2001.
The release came amid
a reform drive by el-Bashir,
seen as an effort to bring
northern opposition groups

into a united front to
strengthen his government
in peace talks with south
ern rebels.
Abdel-Salam Gizouli,
Turabi's lawyer, told The
Associated Press last Mon
day that el-Bashir pardoned
Turabi, leader of the Popu
lar Congress Party, and
seven other political de
tainees.

U.S. City Refuses to Admit Somali
Bantu Refugees—---------------- ---------a press interview..
"We believe that the
best interests of the Somali
Bantu are paramount and
should guide all decisions
regarding their placement
in American communities,"
she said. "Our main con
cern is that they, like
refugees, should be re
ceived into a welcoming
and supportive environ
ment."
The African refugees
were to have been housed
in a single apartment com
plex in Cayce, population
12300.
But the town replied
that it was willing to accept
not more than three or four
families, saying they feared
the refugees would drain
town resources.
Erol Kekic, associate
director of immigration and
refugee
programs
at
Church World Service in
New York, one of nine
agencies coordinating the
resettlement nationwide,
expressed disappointment.
The Bantu "have been
through so much, it's in-

CAYCE, S.C. (GIN) Plans by the U.S. State
Department to resettle Afri
can refugees in this South
ern town have been
squashed by intense local
community opposition.
But the good news is
that neighboring Columbia
has agreed to accept all of
the Somali Bantu refugees.
Columbia Mayor Bob
Coble sent a letter to the
Rev. Richard Robinson of
Lutheran Family Services
stating the city "would be
delighted to take all 120
Somali Bantu refugees and
will do everything we can
to assist, in the transition
and resettlement."
Some 60 Somali Ban
tus were to be resettled in
Cayce but, were ultimately
rejected by local residents.
"In recent months it had
become clear to [us]
through a series of letters
from Cayce officials that
sufficient local support for
the settlement of Somali
Bantu did not exist," said
Brooke Summers, a depart
ment spokeswoman said in

ail

comprehensible that any
one would object to this,"
Kekic said. "We're not try
ing to overwhelm a single
community, and we're not
bringing over people who
will not adjust. People
would be amazed at how
quickly the refugees adapt.
They have to."
The school district that
serves Cayce, Lexington
District Two, was particu
larly vocal in the dissent.
The director of the district's
English as a Second Lan
guage program, facing an
influx of 40 to 50 children
who don't speak English or
read and write their own
language, distributed 1,200
fliers in Cayce neighbor
hoods protesting the reset
tlement here. School ad
ministrators say the Bantu
children would drain al
ready scant resources and
drag down the district's test
scores.
The Bantu - agrarian
Muslims and descendants
of East Africans who were
enslaved by Arabs cen
turies ago - lived in a Ken-

yan refugee camp for 10
years while the United
Nations debated how to
alleviate their plight. The
Bantu are not welcome and do not want to live - in
Somalia. The State Depart
ment approved the resettle
ment of 10,000 to 12,000
Somali Bantu in about 50
US cities. Nearly two do
zen have arrived in the past
three weeks, settling in
Chicago, Phoenix, Denver,
Buffalo, and Syracuse,
N.Y.
Last year, the welcome
mat for African refugees
was pulled in the Massa
chusetts city of Holyoke
which voted 14 to 1 to re
ject almost $1 million in
federal funds to settle 60
Somali families over three
years. Instead, the Somalis
were settled in nearby
Springfield.
The Bantus are expect
ed to start arriving in
February. A total of 120
will be settled over a twoyear period.

U.S. Lawyer Launches Apartheid
Compensation Suit in South Africa------LONDON (GIN) Banks, pension fund man
agers, insurers and compa
nies are the plaintiffs in a
lawsuit filed in London on
Monday by U.S. attorney
Ed Fagan. The claim seeks
compensation for the
apartheid-era exploitation
of black South African
workers.
Brought on behalf of
10,000 former employees
of companies operating in
South Africa, the > lawsuit
seems damages of $100
billion. According to the
attorneys, their clients were
"victims of what could be
viewed as one of the great-

est corporate, accounting,
banking, financial services,
and pension and benefit
fund frauds in history."
The suit, obtained by
the British newspaper
Financial Times, states that
the claims involve "the
wrongful accounting, im
proper transfer, withhold
ing and/or outright theft of
tens of billions of dollars in
deposited assets in worker
pension
and
benefits
funds" from 1975 to the
present.
Named in the suit are
Union
Carbide, Dow
Chemical, Vametco, Stratcor, AngloAmerican, Col

Tex, De Beers, DaimlerChrysler, GoldFields, Sasol
and Fluor. It is alleged they
conspired with pension
fund managers, insurers,
actuaries and banks to de
prive thousands of mainly
black, unskilled employees
of their pensions.
The suit cites 10 causes
of action for which it seeks
exemplary and punitive
damages and costs. Com
panies cited are reportedly
planning to vigorously
deny the charges.
Fagan established his
reputation as a reparations
lawyer when he forced
Swiss banks into a $1.25

billion settlement on behalf
of victims of the Nazis. He
said their were strong par
allels between the two
cases.
On Nov. 5 in New
York, Judge John E. Sprizzo will rule on whether
another case, seeking repa
rations for apartheid and
brought by the same team
of lawyers against many
companies and banks, has
merit.
The South African
government has gone on
record opposing apartheid
lawsuits,
saying they
undermine reconciliation
efforts.

New Literary Journal Showcases
Kenyan Writers-----------------------------NAIROBI (GIN) Nairobi’s first online liter
ary journal is celebrating
its one year anniversary
with the release of a hard
cover edition of worldclass writers from this East
Africa city.
“Kwani” (www.kwani.
org) was founded by
Binyayanga Wainaina - a
first-time winner for Kenya
of the prestigious Caine
Prize for writing in 2002.
"In Kenyan English
and in Kiswahili, ‘Kwani’
is an interrogation,” said
editor Wainaina. “We se-

lected this name deliberate
ly to mean those artists
associated with interrogat
ing a Kenyan identity, try
ing to understand who we
are, here and now. We
believe that the only way to
get people reading again is
to provide them with a
forum that helps them
answer questions about
themselves."
Funded by voluntary
contributions by members,
“Kwani” features filmmak
ers from Nairobi, hip-hop
singers from the coastal
city of Mombasa and cre-

ative writing students from
western Kenya as well as
untrained fiction writers
who had not completed
high school but had a pas
sion for telling stories.
"We want to discover
as many creative Kenyans
as we can," Wainaina said.
"Kenyans used to think
they couldn't be too radical,
couldn't say anything that
might question authority.
Since colonialism, we have
been told how to think. I
think most people are
thrilled that those days are
gone. It's time for Kenyans

to bring out their work and
define themselves.
The journal is partially
funded by the Ford Foun
dation, which awarded a
grant because of the lack of
opportunity for writers in
East Africa. So far 3,000
copies have been printed
and about half have been
sold. Each copy costs
$6.50, a hefty price in a
country where many peo
ple earn about that in a
week. Eventually, the jour
nal editors hope to donate
copies to libraries and uni
versities.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
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Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

GOD
ANSWERS
KNEE
MAIL!

SM1TH

FUNERAL HOME

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
jg Serve All National Cemeteries
gg
for Veterans

"It's all taken care, of"
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

Serenity Funeral Home, Inc.
Family Budget Plan $1,399.00

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

(Cloth Casket - Grey or Blue)

Traditional Burial $2,199.00
(20 Gauge Steel Casket)

Elite Services/Deluxe $3,599.00
(18 Gauge Steel Casket)

OlSF-

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South * St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Plans do not include: Minister, Flowers,
Police Escort, Programs, Grave Space
or Cemetery Services

c

Elder Leon Lavell Thomas, Sr.

Cremations

Founder/Executlve Director

Lisa M. Speights-Harley, L.F.D.

832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-515-9491

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
MEET
YOUR
MATCH

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:
African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

Section 8 Housing
. 3,4, 5 Bedrooms For Rertt
in St. Petersburg & Gulfport

"When YoU Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”

1(813) 244-7388 ?

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 492-8195
Bonded & Insured

SAVE UP TO

Lie.# ER130I23I2

80%

www.africanaonIine.com
www.toonari.com

On Dental Services
Includes FREE Prescription, Vision
and Chiropractic Plans

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

(727) 864-6675

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Lif eaHealth*Dental*Vision
D isabilityCommercial
Liability & Bonds AIso

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

‘

3-25-37

DEADLINE
IS 4 P.M.
MONDAY

Ph: 727-328-9878

1 Fax: 727-328-9545

45-46-50

r

LEGAL NOTICE

CA$H 3

746 893 120

Sealed bids will be received by the City of Tampa no later than 1:30 p.m. on the

indicated Bid Date(s) for the following Project(s):

PROJECT: PW5239; FY03 Hartline Sidewalk Construction Citywide
BID DATE:

664

November 18, 2003 ESTIMATE:

$130,000 DEPOSIT: $20

SCOPE: The project provides for construction of sidewalks and ramps at Hart bus

stops at various locations PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday, October 28,2003,
2:00 p.m. CONTACT: Ron Litts, 813/274-8541

153 048 327

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

JOB SHOP EXPERIENCE A MUST. DEVELOP PROCESSES
TO MANUFACTURE COMPLICATED PARTS. DEVELOP

LEWIS ELECTRIC

CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

Daylight
Savings

4 Unique Profession//
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
HHHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Time

Ends
(2 a.m.)

Oct. 26

Bids will be opened in the 4th Floor Conference Room, Tampa Municipal Office
Building, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602. Pre-Bid Conference is held

at the same location. Plans and Specifications for this work may be examined at
the Department of Public Works, 306 E. Jackson Street, 4th Floor North, Tampa,

Florida 33602. Copies may be obtained upon payment of the refundable deposit

NOTICE OF ACTION

indicated for each set. Deposits are refunded if documents are returned in good

1-2 3-7 8-4

condition within 15 days after bid opening. Deposits should be in the form of sep

BEFORE THE FLORIDA REAL ESTATE

arate checks for each project. Copies of Standard Contract Forms and Provisions

(a part of the Contract Documents, but not reprinted in the Specifications) are avail

3-5 6-8 3-1

able for $15.00 each (non-refundable).

charge of $10.00 per set. Check should be made payable to the City of Tampa.
Subcontracting opportunities may exist for City certified Women/Minority
Business Enterprises (W/MBE’s). A copy of the current W/MBE directory may be

obtained at www.Tampagov.net. Phone (813) 274-8721 for assistance.

HOTLINE NUMBERS

AD
DEAD
LINE IS
4 P.M.
MONDAY

The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)
Family Resources Counseling:
(727) 384-8336 or (727) 449-8336

f\

Your

o

discuss your ambitions with your mate. You might get behind if
you spend too much time debating senseless issues.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Self-deception is likely. Raise your
self esteem and your confidence if you want to get back into the
mainstream again. Family outings will make you feel secure and
happy. You may find your mate somewhat perturbed.

GEMINI (May 22-June 21) You can make changes to your
home that will be pleasing to all concerned. Opportunities for
new and exciting relationships will be yours if you get out and
join groups. Property investments will payoff. You will meet

new friends and enjoy a multitude of new activities.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Empty promises and a lack of cash

Clearwater
2530 Drew St.
2114 Drew St.

St. Pete
11500 9tti Si. N.
233 31st St. N.

Madeira Beach
14995 Gulf Blvd.
Suite C

Pinellas Park
Parkside Matt

may put a damper on your plans. Be creative in your pursuits.

Your intuition will be right on. Follow your feelings in matters
pertaining to financial investments. Travel could include delays
and other minor problems.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) You need adventure and excitement in
your life. You may need to make a choice. You will gain knowl
edge through your adventure. An older loved one may be having

IN RE: The license to practice Real Estate of: Lazaro Benitez,
370 West 11th Street, Hialeah, Florida 33010. Case N°
200084875. The Department of Business and Professional
Regulation, has filed an Administrative Complaint against you,
a copy of which may be obtained by contacting the Division of
Real Estate, 400 W. Robinson St., Suite N-308A, Orlando, FL

32801, (407) 481-5632. If no contact has been made by August
29, 2002, the matter of the Administrative Complaint will be
presented at an ensuing meeting of the Florida Real Estate
Commission in an informal proceeding.

We know what assets
are most valuable.
With over $1 billion in assets,

MacOifl Federal Credit Union
knows what it takes to buib a
top* performing portfolio. ft
taxes the ^gslon did Orkjntid
savvy of people who value
success, and wort Io shore the
\wdth of their knowledge and
experience.

proresaortas from within your

■

own local community working
dMacDill locations
throughod our five-county
service area Wl see friends
and neighbors looking to us
ways to leverage their uniaje
nnanco soucihons.

■

■

«CareerGrowth Potentia)
* See Cable & Internet * M«!fcal/Derital/Viston
* Ute & Disability Insurance • Tuition
Reimbursement» Paid Holidays & Time Off
* 4G1K Plan & Mare

bright
fTCrUlSHS

More importantly you'll
undsrstand the# w blow
people like you are our most
asset d bil.
■

^2^

problems.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) Avoid friction with your mate.
Don't reveal anything about your personal life that could be used
adversely. Lack of funds may add stress to your already uncer
tain situation. You may be sensitive concerning friends and their

situations.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Do not confront situations unless
you are sure you have a good understanding of the dilemma.

PLEASE E-MAIL ALL ADS TO:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

Home improvement projects will go well if you delegate work
to all your family members. Don't make excuses. You will be

able to make financial gains.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Sudden romantic encounters are
quite likely, but discretion will be a must. You can solidify your
relationship if you plan a special evening with your mate.
Include friends and family members in your redecorating plans.
Get back into the swing of things.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec.21) Don't waste this exciting
day by sitting at home. Property investments, insurance, taxes,
or inheritance should bring you financial gains. Attend trade

shows that will allow you to look at new products. If you're pre
occupied, be careful while operating a vehicle or any kind of

equipment or machinery.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) Opportunities to get ahead
will be evident. Personal alterations will be in your best interest.
Your best efforts will come through hard work. Look before you

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

The Weekly Challenger
Give Us a Call fi You’ll Be Glad You Did

down emotionally. Be sure to cover all the necessary ground
work before signing binding contracts. Try not to get into dis

(727) - 822-8996

may affect friendships.

E-MAIL YOUR AD

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.
For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

TIVE NEGOTIATION ACT, AS AMENDED AND THE CITY OF TAMPA'S
WOMEN I MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM

The City of Tampa desires to procure Professional Architectural and Engineering

services in connection with Ashley Drive Corridor Enhancement. Services for
Ashley Drive narrowing and beautification between Kennedy Boulevard and
Irrigation and Roadway narrowing designs, Estimates of Construction Costs,

Drainage System modifications, Survey, development of Design Criteria for
City/Agency approval, Public Meetings and Workshops, Coordination with adja

cent proposed park and museum, Construction Plan production, Permitting and

Construction staging. No further data will be available before the deadline estab
lished for the submission of LeHers-Of-Interest. Questions may be directed to

Jim Greiner, P.E., Contract Administration, City of Tampa DPW, 4th Floor North,
306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602; Telephone (813) 274-8598, fax

(813) 274-8080, or e-mail Jim.Greiner@tampagov.net. Firms desiring to provide
these services to the City must submit three copies of a Letter of Interest and any

supplemental material allowing evaluation for further consideration based upon
the following criteria items:

Successful Highway Design and Beautification

Project Experience(30%); Experience with Projects of similar Scope and

Performance/Low Amount of City Work(10%); Standard Form #254(5%);
Planned W/MBE Participation(5%); Professional Registration Number or other

proof of your firm's eligibility for selection under FS 287.055. These items must

be delivered to Jack P. Morriss, P. E., Acting Chairman, Consultants Competitive

Negotiation Committee, City of Tampa - DPW - 4th Floor North, 306 E. Jackson
Street, Tampa, Florida 33602, marked "RFQ-Ashley", NO LATER THAN

Ital Ww AHmran
MM
Your smoke alarm has the power to
save your life. Or does it? If you
haven t tested your smoke alarm lately,
it may not be working. And that's a risk
you can't afford to take. Working
smoke alarms give us early warning of
a fire, providing extra time to escape
safely. But they can't do their job if we
haven't done ours - monthly testing to
make sure they're working. Test all the
smoke alarms in your home. For the
life of the alarm and for the lives of
your loved ones.

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

SUBSCRIPTION: $30 Annually by Mail
Name
Address
City

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?

CALL TODAY
"There’s a ReaSon to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

2

P.M., Thursday, November 13,2003.

The Weekly Challenger

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

leap.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Have a heart-to-heart talk with
family and find out what the problems are. You will be up and

putes that will lead to estrangements.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) This is a great day to start that new
health regimen you've been talking about. You may attract atten
tion if you get out socially. Don't make any rash decisions that

Eva Andujar, City Clerk

Complexity(30%); Workload and Availability(15%); Office Location(5%); Past

TWswhyya/ISnd

Req us res Wgh schooS diploma (or equivalent);
minimum of six months of office, ctericai aroS/or
customer service experience: exallant
telephone sM*s; and typing ski Ils of 35 wpm.
CaropW and sates experts™® preferred,

saw? sod

In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 101.5612(1)
Florida Statutes, notice is hereby given that an Accuracy Test
Certification of the ballot counting equipment to be used in the
St. Petersburg Non-Partisan General Election and Special
Election will be conducted on Tuesday, October 21, 2003 at
9:00 o’clock a.m., Monday, October 27, 2003 at 9:00 o’clock
a.m., and on Tuesday, November 4, 2003 at 9:00 o'clock a.m.
and following tabulation of election results at the Pinellas
County Supervisor of Elections Election Service Center, 14255
49th Street North, Suite 202, Clearwater, Florida.

Tyler Street will include development of alternative Conceptual Landscape,

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

Job Hotline:
727-797-1818,
ext. 8040.

WE ARE A DRUG AND SMOKE FREE WORK
PLACE

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS

People across the country are teaming what our
2.1 mfflfcw customers already tow: that Bright
House Networks & delivering the tayr« of
information and entertainment, Join us now
toseeforywfseifi

The setest®} individual wifi assist customers
t5f«tera«8tif®8ffea<e: problem scMng
skills; providing quatsty customer service and
knowledge of trices, programming choices and
installation scheduling; utilizing ciear/ccncise
vertai/wriaen communication skilis: and
responds to billing Questions.

E.OJE.

OF CHAPTER 287.055, LAWS OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS COMPETI

One Bright Idea^
After Another!

visit Us In Person

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Try to slow down, and take another
look. Real estate investments will be profitable. You'll be able to

COMMISSION

Mailing is available for an additional

APPLY TO: H&S SWANSONS’ TOOL COMPANY
9000 68th STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG NOTICE OF TESTING OF
BALLOT TABULATION EQUIPMENT

The HospICe
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

QUOTATIONS TO PRICE JOBS. BE PROFICIENT AT COM
PLICATED BLUEPRINT INTERPRETATIONS.

Make checks payable to: Th? Weekly Challenger

THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16 - 22,2003

h
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lmproving Home Improvement

7

year
. frame

3* warranty

3 Piece Group

Regency Cafe Set
•Sun coat"* zinc-plated steel frame •Powder coated finish
•Weatherware" wicker *7 year limited frame warranty

30" Round Cafe Table
Cafe Chair

#172413

$85

#197056

®39

$163

Includes cafe table and 2 cafe chairs
‘T
OIB tj

Delivery
on all major
appliances
$497
and above
via mail-in
rebate!
See store
for details.

X

J J.

26 Cu. Ft.
Side-by-Side Refrigerator

$499

mi

Hammer Drill/Circular Saw/
Reciprocating Saw/ Floodlight Combo Kit
*18 voK *450 Srvlbs. torque hammer drill *3 speed ail metal transmis
sion •©M", 24 tooth carbide circular saw blade •Keyiess blade ciamp
on reciprocating saw • Flexible floodlight •Includes; 2 batteries, 1 hour
charger #165274

•3 SpillSafe’" adjustable glass shelves »2 white adjustabte
gaiion and ‘2 white 2 liter fixed door bins *'<Clear dairy door
• 2 clear full-size crispers #212403

Door shown
painted.
■
MM

Cxcj6 L-ao&sLTlk

Lockset sold
separately.

Kawasaki

I

*'TATi*AirATA'Vr<TJ.»iT

♦<

■w
SB

HIS

H

RRSb
ses

*.........

'“

..... H

Bi
I

36" 9-Lite
2 Panel Steel
Entry Door Unit

...................................................

■BBS

0

«164

•Inauiated glass; magnetic weatherstripping for
enemy;efficiency; ‘Double bare for iockset and
deadbolt »Primed and ready to paint "Ready to
install door with frame •Limited lifetime warran
ty ’Rough opening: 38“W x 82’^"H
#21687,8:52854.5:84123.4

AH post and
accessories are
sold separately.

$6994

6' x 6' Privacy Lattice-Top
Vinyl Fence Panel
♦Pre-built sections for easy installation
•Won't fade, crack or pee! #37991

6.5 HP 2T" Cut
Mulching Mower with Rear Bag
•Kawasaki OHV engine ’Seif -propelled ‘6 speed
rear wheei drive *9" bail-bearing rear wheels?11
front caster wheels »6 position single lever height
adjuster #206501

FREE $20 Gift Cardl

itie.'S&SK

R®c@iv© a FRSEB $20 Lowe's GIft Card
vfa msiH'n rebat* wlth any ceiling fan
gureha^ totaling $J?QQ or more.

ftW

r Louie's7]

t

r - •

?Z
N. '
'
.-vl-XM'S.ityMy' *T*W*

a

s169,7

SMB

OflnrJTWaBagaW

Hanging Basket

Olympic Premium
Exterior Flat Paint

•Choos© from Petunias.
Begonias, impatiens and
more #90639

•25 year warranty *100% Acrylic
Duralife™ formula • Exceptional
durability •Fade resistant #62443

MWe guarantee our everyday competitive pricss. If you find s lower everyday or advertised price on an identical stock item at any local retail com
„ «... to
w van
.—••
Detitor that has the Item io slock. we’ll beat th.ir price by 10% when yoi buy from u«. Just brine us the competitor’s current ad or we treall
special order,
Fy the item’s nrta. that you have found. Cash {charge card) and carry purchases only. Competitor s efoseawh
cIomouI..special
order diseOntirwed,
dtecpnWnwed. clearance,
eleanuK
... ’ s percent“ off offer. Limited to —
liquidation and damaned ft.ms are excluded from this offer. On percent off sal«». we will match the competitor
r»a
sonabte ooantities for hoAtaMW and one-hou«e order quantities for cash and carry ewitractore. Current tn-store price, rf tower. overrides Lowe a
odvortisOQ once.
'
~ duarentee honored O.£
-it» I
iF»c.+salSi5*etin« s»trt».
Price
at all
Lowe’s retail tnmufcinne
locations. Iv-Afeunup
Labor «*>Eis9v-rcACD
eharaes firurfor nrnrtjM'>*
product installation
are »»r-iuri«irt
excluded • rmm
from flaw
our nrsrscaprice nsearsain-'
guarem.......stores
x
tt t Sales Fi
—
f* Difin^kta
vv.sitGj' uawr
ms#- 29,
90 E>rkO5t
streu market
js .Vftt.
Program.
Visit store for complete details.**
Prices may
Vary after AciZta
August
2003* if YrktSif'aa
There are
tee offer in r*.our
*with■ an .Installed
I
for
details
regarding
product
warranties.
We
reserve
the
right
to
limit
quantet&es.
Variations. See store fe. —__:----- .
.r.
iverv applies
aooiies to deliveries
dettveriea made Io
locations Vieithin
the, Untied
Umtea Slates
States pnly«
______ _
___
DeliVery Policy: Delivery
to iocabons
wtthin The
only* __ _______
•'Professional Installation through Iicensed subcontractors. Lowe’s contractor hcense numbers: AK#2W65:AZ<1S1744;^CA#803295?
CT*HlC00S58l62: FL#CRC057468; Hl#BC“22289<90; IL Flumher #088*100140; LA Master Plumber #LMlP4649; MD#00461S2>01; MV#45450; NJ

Gallon

$^44

52” Martinique
Downrod Style Ceiling Fan

»Textured white finish ’Lifetime warranty »5 ASS
piastre blades •includes a single frosted glass light
»UL listed for damp iocations #187540

Rumbtoo • s»® stores OR*144017s Suffetk County#30. 182-M1 s TW#HI3O7O., *16066. .red »4676O; WA#HG0?3«4; Mi#2102 • M4445.' Lowe’s Home
Centers, inc., 6122 “S’ Drive North. Battle Creek, Ml 49014. Water heater mstahabon: IF an expansion tank is required by. local «ode Is will be an
addItional charge (not iocLwded in the basic replacement labor). Fermtt tees are aodulonaI C«wt metuttea in The baote replacement labor).
*JRero> payments,
not required for 6 months on any approved single.
receipt
pDyme........ xero
....... interest for & months. Payments
,
_ .......
-K... in-store purchase of $299 or
more charged to your Lowe's Corvsum^r Credit Caret aeemml from 10-15/03 * 10-10/03. Finance charges and optional inssursn^© ciwges on your
promotional purchase well be hilled from the date of• purchase, hut finance changes wjU be reversed sf the promotional purchase arid arty insurance
»re paid in £>.11
fulf wlth&ft tIw proenotlonol pe-riod- If yw <io fJOt-. you will be re$pon«ibl« for th^s© ch^rg^-s.
'credit
esppiy to nonpromotional purchases, APR es 21% 03^9% for purchases of $2»000 or more), Minhmim finance charge is §1-00;
in IA>, Offer subject to credit
anarciviai.
apprDVal. Ex
Excludes business aecoitnts.
<£ 2003 by Lowe’s^. All rights reserved. Lowe's and the gable design are regisfererf trademarks ol LR LLC, #Rt2l663

